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How music in advertising fosters consumers’ perceptions of ads 

CHAPTER ONE (INTRODUCTION) 

Music can be an elusive subject. It evokes the strongest emotions almost 

inexplicably, leaving listeners unaware of its more complex, indecipherable mechanisms. 

It may make listeners feel angry, dejected, joyous, or even a mixed, nuanced emotion that 

they are unable to describe. Advertisers, aware of music’s ability to elicit particular 

thoughts and sentiments, use it to their advantage. A commercial for Coca-Cola depicting 

a group of elated friends drinking its product may feature bubbly, cheerful music. An 

advertisement for Harley-Davidson’s motorcycles could incorporate boisterous classic 

rock to convey its message. 

The purpose of this project is to explore how music in advertisements affects 

consumer perception of the advertisement itself. It additionally explores both the 

conscious and subconscious tactics that advertisers deploy when selecting music for their 

content. It covers the various functions of music and how advertisers use them, 

theoretical concepts within music and how they work in conjunction with advertisements, 

and a discussion of how music’s emotional characteristics affect consumers’ beliefs about 

a brand. Through interviews with both advertisers and consumers, this project answers 

two research questions, which are listed below. 

RQ1: Do consumer perceptions of the music match what advertisers hoped to achieve? 

RQ2: How does an advertisement’s music affect a consumer’s perception on whether the 

ad is effective? 
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CHAPTER TWO (LITERATURE REVIEW) 

 There are six concepts within advertising music that have guided this project. One 

of the most salient concepts is that of musical fit. Musical fit refers to the level of 

congruence between an advertisement’s music and the message within the advertisement 

itself (Zander, 2006). This concept leads to a critical understanding of how consumers 

may perceive advertisements based on the musical fit or congruence in the ad. Another 

concept worthy of attention is that of mood states, which describes the myriad feelings, 

emotions, or thoughts that music may elicit within a consumer (Alpert and Alpert, 1991). 

Park and Young’s discussion of involvement is also imperative in guiding this research, as 

the level of a consumer’s involvement or attentiveness to an advertisement drastically 

affects perception of it (1986). Craton and Lantos’ 2011 study explores the various 

cognitive effects of music, and Scott’s 1990 article on jingles touches on the functions 

that music performs within advertisements, both of which were pivotal in aiding this 

project’s development. Koh and Stewart (2017), Anisimova et al. (2014), and Taylor 

(2007) discuss the significance of tempo, lyrics, and genre in their respective studies. 

Maurya and Mishra’s (2012) research on branding is also paramount in understanding 

how companies formulate their brand images and identities. Lastly, Cox et al. (1993) 

broach the topic of background music, and Ballouli and Heere (2015) navigate how brand 

identity is formulated through musical fit. Each of these studies was important in their 

own regard in guiding this project. 

Music research 

Musical fit 
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Zander takes the theoretical framework of musical fit and discusses how 

consumers’ opinions may change depending on the level of musical fit within the 

advertisement. Furthermore, he talks about how this concept pertains to different musical 

genres, such as rock or classical music. For example, he brings up a hypothetical car 

commercial, in which a rock song may accentuate the car’s power and speed; whereas, a 

classical piece would emphasize its lavish attributes, such as its interior trim or elegance 

(2006). This underlines the significance of musical fit in affecting consumers’ beliefs or 

perceptions and how different musical selections may highlight different features of a 

brand or product. 

 In terms of findings, Zander conducted experiments in which he analyzed 

consumers’ responses to different styles of music in radio advertisements. Through these 

experiments, he found that musical fit must be heavily considered in advertisers’ musical 

curation. He says his research shows that in addition to the importance of liked and 

disliked music in ads, “product-message-congruent music in terms of the ‘musical fit’ 

approach has its own differentiating effects” (2006). Zander’s findings of his subjects’ 

overall preference for one musical selection for the radio commercial over another piece 

led him to this conclusion. There was a clear choice for a musical piece that consumers 

felt was more suitable (Zander, 2006). This is pertinent to this project because Zander’s 

work showcases the importance of musical selection in advertisements. An advertisement 

with a higher level of musical fit leads to a more positive consumer response or brand 

perception.  

 Musical fit is relevant to this project’s research because most of the questions I 

asked my interviewees revolved around this concept. I asked them if they thought the 
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music matched the brand they see in the advertisement, meaning I asked them if they 

believed the music fit well with the advertisement. This is the conceptual underpinning of 

the project’s research and provides most of the foundation that my interview questions 

were based upon. 

Mood states 

 Alpert and Alpert’s 1991 research lays out the foundational theories and concepts 

at the time. Although most of these concepts have been expanded upon since this article 

was published, the concept of mood states remains worthy of consideration. The authors 

define mood states as how music elicits emotions, feelings, and behaviors (1991). They 

additionally discuss how consumer behavior theorists have explored mood states and how 

they impact consumers’ attitudes toward a brand through psychological concepts, such as 

central and peripheral processing. These refer to the conscious (central) and subconscious 

(peripheral) engagement levels that a consumer may have toward an advertisement. 

Although their discussion of mood states is relatively brief, it is still a vital framework for 

understanding how consumers’ perceptions toward a brand are formed through music’s 

emotional value. Consumers’ mood states divulge the emotional characteristics that an 

advertisement intends to convey, leading to a deeper comprehension of how they perceive 

an ad. 

 Mood states are critical in this project’s research, as the emotional facets of music 

significantly contribute to an advertisement’s effect or the overall mood it elicits within a 

consumer. Music’s value lies in this sentimentality, and the advertisers used the emotions 

evoked in music to aim for a particular consumer response.  

Involvement 
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 In a 1986 study, Park and Young broach the concept of involvement and how it is 

interconnected with consumers’ attitudes toward the advertisement in question. When 

consumers are in a low-involvement state, they have a more positive attitude toward the 

advertisement, which consequently has a greater impact (Park and Young, 1986). Using 

the aforementioned psychological concepts of central and peripheral processing, Park and 

Young find that peripheral processing (low involvement) is more impactful than central 

processing (high involvement) (1986). Because of the authors’ work exploring how 

psychological concepts intertwine with music and advertising, this older study is still a 

valid source for this project as it gives clarity to how consumers’ attitudes are formulated 

and how an advertiser’s message is more effectively conveyed when a consumer’s 

involvement is low. This means that an advertisement could be more effective if it is in 

the background to the consumer, rather than if the consumer is actively engaged in every 

facet of it. The study’s findings overall relate to consumers’ perceptions of an ad and how 

its music may affect them. 

 Involvement is important to consider for this research as well because the 

advertisers wanted to ensure that their messages were received in the most impactful way 

possible, and they used music as a means to achieve that end. Some of the strategies that 

the advertising professionals implemented center on involvement. 

Functions and cognitive effects of music 

 Craton and Lantos conducted a 2011 study that underlines the import of 

foregrounded, attention-grabbing music. Throughout their article, they list several key 

musical functions and cognitive effects of music. One of these functions is how music 

catches and holds the consumer’s attention. They argue that music possesses the ability to 
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grab and maintain the attention of consumers who otherwise are not engaging with the 

advertisement (2011). Because of the highly cluttered media landscape, advertisers must 

fiercely compete for consumers’ attention, and music is a viable route to accomplish that 

goal. 

 This background also ties in to the point the authors make about brand recall. 

They found that words are more effectively learned when they are set to music, making a 

case for the benefits of music in advertising (2011). For example, Schoolhouse Rock can 

be used to teach the basics of grammar, such as conjunctions and adverbs. Expanding on 

this framework are their findings with associations. Through music, advertisers may craft 

a message that associates their brand message and identity to the music in the ad (Craton 

& Lantos, 2011). Such associations with both brand message and music promote an 

efficacious brand recall strategy. Craton and Lantos’ work demonstrates a handful of 

significant findings in terms of understanding consumers’ perceptions, making it useful 

for this project. The authors’ research explores how consumers better recollect 

advertisements’ messages and how it relates to the music attached to it. 

 For this project’s research, it was imperative to examine the various functions that 

music has. Music is a multifaceted art form, as there are many layers working 

simultaneously that its listeners may be oblivious to. Some of the interview questions 

mentioned later in this proposal pertain to the numerous musical functions, such as its 

attention-gaining value and how it may become associated with specific brands. 

Musical genre 

 Similar to the aforementioned research from Zander, a 2007 study from Taylor 

delves into how advertisers use musical genre to better communicate a message. 
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Specifically, Taylor explores electronic music used in automobile commercials on 

television. He cites Volkswagen as a prime example of how the advertisers began using 

electronic music in their advertisements to aim for their target audience (2007). Because 

electronic music is a relatively contemporary genre, Volkswagen used this musical style 

to target young, educated drivers (Taylor, 2007). This pertains to consumers’ perceptions 

and subconscious effects because they may be oblivious to the fact that advertisers are 

targeting them through the musical genre in the advertisement. It divulges another 

strategy that advertisers use to appeal to consumers, and it examines this through an 

industry example. 

Tempo 

 Similar to how Scott’s work takes aspects of music theory and applies them to 

advertising, Koh and Stewart accomplish this same feat in their 2017 study, but focus 

exclusively on tempo. More specifically, the authors examine how tempo is related to 

consumers’ attitudes toward brands and the emotions that tempo evokes within 

consumers. In the findings, they state that a quick tempo, instead of a slow tempo, is 

linked to a more positive emotional response for a consumer, and that these affective 

responses are more effectual when the consumer is in a low-involvement state (2017). In 

addition to these heightened responses, they also tend to be more positive regarding 

consumers’ brand attitudes (Koh and Stewart, 2017). This information is particularly 

useful because of the way in which it merges disparate elements such as music theory, 

affective responses, and involvement levels.   

Background music 
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 Regarding subconscious effects, Cox, Cox, and Kellaris conduct a study through 

which they analyze the significance of background music and how it relates to the 

concept of musical fit. The authors use this framework to define music’s attention-gaining 

value, the “activation or arousal potential of musical sound” (1993). This reveals another 

strategy through which advertisers attract consumers’ attention through music’s attention-

gaining value. Another strategy worthy of discussion derives from Ballouli and Heere’s 

research regarding brand identity. Although this study focuses on the sports industry, the 

authors’ analysis remains salient in respect to how modern musical structure (i.e. verse-

chorus) benefits marketers and how musical fit can result in the consumer’s association 

with brand identity (Ballouli and Heere, 2015). It directly affects consumers’ brand 

perceptions by fostering linkages between the music and the ad itself. 

 Background music is also critical, as it relates to instrumental music. Advertisers 

preferred instrumental music in some scenarios because it fades into the background, 

allowing the brand to convey its main message. Some of the questions I asked in my 

interviews revolved around the notion of background music. 

Advertising research 

Purposes for music in advertising 

 Scott explores numerous purposes for music in advertising in her 1990 study. In 

this article, she interweaves these functions with components of music theory, such as 

rhythm, tempo, and instrumentation. She relates the idea of rhythm to jingles and how 

group solidarity is constructed through rhythmic motion and repetition of the brand name 

(1990). Additionally, music also performs a narrative in advertisements through its 

instrumentation. Scott brings up an example of an Alleract commercial in which 
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suspenseful strings symbolize the allergenic pollens heading toward a man sitting on a 

park bench. Trumpets then herald the entrance of Alleract to alleviate the man of his 

allergies (Scott, 1990). Scott also points toward motion as a function for advertising 

music, citing an example of an automobile commercial. In the commercial, a Honda 

vehicle must pass an “eighteen-wheeler,” and to reflect the quick movement of the 

Honda, “sprightly music” is incorporated (Scott, 1990). These findings are relevant to 

this project in the sense that Scott demonstrates how advertisers use music to convey their 

intended or desired message. 

 These purposes are central from a research standpoint because the advertisers 

contemplated these purposes and subsequently incorporated them into their strategies and 

commercials. For example, the aforementioned Alleract and Honda commercials were 

likely considered carefully in order to make sure that their various musical cues and 

elements entered at the right time. 

Lyrics 

 Anisimova, Müllern, and Plachkova’s work from 2014 analyzes 96 television 

commercials for Levi’s jeans and how these commercials use lyrics to communicate their 

message. The authors discuss how there are various emphases in the commercials 

depending on the lyrics, such as product functionality, narrative, the commercial’s 

characters, and emotion (2014). Anisimova et al. explore each of the listed foci in-depth 

and analyze how the lyrical content amplifies and complements the advertisement itself. 

The usefulness of this study stems from its analysis of lyrical material, a topic that is 

scarcely discussed in the literature thus far. Lyrical content factors into consumers’ 
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perceptions by revealing some of the strategies advertisers implement when lyrics are at 

the forefront of the music.  

Branding 

 Although music is not inherently linked to branding, it is important to provide a 

definition of branding to better understand how advertisers use music to create a more 

defined brand identity. Branding has come about as a consequence of market 

segmentation and product differentiation (Maurya & Mishra, 2012). Additionally, 

branding goes beyond informing the general public that a particular product or service is 

synonymous with a specific company; it refers to a transformation of the product 

category and requires a long-term, corporate plan with a wealth of skills and resources 

(Maurya & Mishra, 2012). Through this framework, it can be understood that music is a 

means of achieving a more sophisticated level of branding. It is a resource through which 

advertisers leave an impression on consumers and build their brand’s characterization. 

 The concept of branding is integral to this project’s research because this study 

explores how advertisers use music as an asset and how advertisers decide what is the 

best music to use for a brand. Music, as Maurya and Mishra would describe it, is part of 

advertisers’ long-term corporate plan.  
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CHAPTER THREE (METHODOLOGY) 

My research looks at advertisers’ intent with the use of music in their ads and 

what they hoped to achieve. Through consumer interviews, it also looks at whether 

consumer perceptions of the music matched what advertisers hoped to achieve. The 

interviews were with three management-level creatives who work in advertising and 12 

consumers. I chose 12 consumers because, according to Guest et al., data saturation 

typically occurs at this number (2006). I chose three management-level creatives because 

this allowed me to explore motivations that three different creatives have in how and why 

they choose music. In the process, I discovered that there are shared opinions about 

music’s use in ads among creatives, based on these three advertisers. I also wanted to 

select advertisers who are well-experienced in the field, as they could offer valuable 

insight. Interviews for both groups were conducted via Zoom and lasted approximately 

30 minutes. I chose 30-minute interviews because this gave me ample time to ask the 

questions I needed while not asking for too much of the interviewee’s time. I decided to 

interview them over Zoom because COVID-19 has made in-person contact hazardous, 

and this was the best alternative to achieving an in-person interview, as I was still able to 

read their facial expressions and body language. I found the advertisers by contacting 

people in the industry via email and LinkedIn’s messaging system as well as asking 

members of my committee for guidance. I initially intended to interview advertisers from 

different geographic regions, but this was not accomplished, as I had immediate access to 

people in the industry in my own geographic region, the Midwest.  

Ads discussed in the interviews were (1) a minute-long Wendy’s spot advertising 

the Giant Jr. bacon cheeseburger, (2) a 30-second animation from Delta Faucet 
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showcasing their line of masks, titled “ear-savers,” with elastic straps, and (3) a five-

minute GE Healthcare ad that demonstrates its innovative thinking in emerging 

technologies through the use of a character-driven storyline. These ads were selected by 

the management-level creatives in response to my request for them to send me a 

particular type of musical ad that they had personally been involved in creating. The three 

ad options represented in my research were (1) an ad with a song as its central focus, (2) 

an ad with music laid underneath a voiceover, and (3) an ad with instrumental music. 

These ads ended up being the Wendy’s, Delta Faucet, and GE Healthcare ads, 

respectively. The interview questions asked were based upon ads created by the 

advertisers I spoke with. Links to each of the ads can be found below. 

LINK 1 (WENDY’S): https://vimeo.com/232063577/88cdaac898  

LINK 2 (DELTA FAUCET): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXhyZN8Ty-Q  

LINK 3 (GE HEALTHCARE): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N6HqHIGfvVI&app=desktop  

When I contacted the first advertiser, I asked them to choose among three options 

of ads with music: (1) an ad with its song as the central focus, (2) an ad with a song laid 

underneath a voiceover, and (3) an ad with instrumental music. Although both the second 

and third ads use instrumental music, the third ad features a heavier focus on narrative 

with on-camera actors and characters whereas the second ad focuses on a pure voiceover. 

I then asked the advertiser to submit an example of this type of musical ad, one in which 

they were involved in creating. I interviewed the advertiser about the provided ad and its 

music, focusing questions on the music’s selection process and what led the advertiser to 

choose the particular piece of music. Through interviewing these advertisers, I wanted to 
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learn what advertisers felt the music would accomplish in the spot that they created. For 

the second advertiser I interviewed, I repeated the process, giving the two remaining 

musical ad choices, the third absent choice being what I acquired from the first advertiser. 

The third advertiser, as a result, had only one choice in terms of the music in their 

advertisement.  

When I interviewed consumers, I showed each of the three ads and asked 

questions pertaining to each, gathering their thoughts on whether they enjoyed the ad; 

how the music made them feel; and if they thought the music, ad, and the ad’s message 

complemented one another. In essence, I wanted to learn if the advertiser accomplished 

the purpose they wanted to with the music, assessed by what the consumers said. I spoke 

with 12 consumers and three advertisers because the consumers’ opinions are ultimately 

more integral to understanding whether the purpose advertisers had in how they used 

music in their ads actually matched the perceptions consumers had about the music in the 

ads. The consumers’ thoughts ultimately form the basis of this project, as their opinions 

hold more weight because the advertisers’ tactics depend on the consumers’ opinions. As 

mentioned previously, I chose 12 interviews with consumers because this is generally the 

number at which data saturation occurs (Guest et al., 2006). Regarding consumers, I 

chose to interview the 18-24 age demographic because they are a convenience sample 

that I had immediate access to.  

After I transcribed all of the interviews, I analyzed the data by searching for the 

answers that most directly answered my two research questions. I also analyzed the data 

in terms of which advertisement/what music the consumer interviewees responded most 

positively to. Additionally, I took a more systematic approach after these analyses to look 
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for whether literature review concepts were addressed by advertisers and consumers in 

the interviews. 

Unit of analysis 

My units of analysis were the advertisements that the advertisers chose to share 

with me based on the following criteria. The first type of advertisement featured its song 

(with lyrics) as the central focus. This was the minute-long Wendy’s ad promoting 

Wendy’s’ Giant Jr. bacon cheeseburger. It features classic rock music with bright 

colors, ’90s-esque visuals, and two characters who evoke humor through their dialogue 

and antics. The second advertisement, a 30-second Delta Faucet spot, had music in the 

background, laid underneath a voiceover. It uses animated visuals and an electronic track, 

and it explains why Delta’s new “ear-savers” are a comfortable solution to uncomfortable 

masks. The third ad had instrumental music, which was the five-minute, narrative-driven 

GE Healthcare spot with actors and characters. Its storyline focused on a woman’s breast 

cancer journey and the technology she encountered along the way. Instrumental music 

was laid underneath the scenes of this character-driven ad, always present but in the 

background. 

The prompt for the advertisers to select their ads was based upon the fulfillments I 

had for each ad, meaning I asked Advertiser #1 (Wendy’s) for either an ad with its song 

as the central focus, an ad with music laid underneath a voiceover, or an ad with 

instrumental music. Advertiser #1 sent me an ad with its song as the central focus, so I 

asked Advertiser #2 (Delta Faucet) for an ad with music laid underneath a voiceover or 

an ad with instrumental music, and they sent me the Delta ad. Lastly, I asked Advertiser 

#3 (GE Healthcare) to send me an ad with instrumental music. The narrative-driven ad I 
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received was determined by the GE Healthcare ad I was given. I chose three different 

types of ads because this allowed me to discern the differences in the impact of the music 

within each in terms of consumers’ thoughts about the music. Providing three 

advertisements, each with a different use of music, allowed for more accurate evaluations 

in terms of musical impact on consumers.  

Question content 

 I carried out semi-structured interviews first with three advertising professionals 

who work in creative departments and then with consumers, asking them questions about 

the ads that explored whether advertiser goals related to music actually matched up to 

consumer perception of the music. I conducted these semi-structured interviews using 

one set of questions for consumers and a different set of questions for advertisers, with 

each set of questions framed to yield answers to the research question for their respective 

group. For instance, the interview questions for advertisers sought to answer the first 

research question, and the interview questions for consumers sought to answer the second 

research question. For the advertiser interviews, I had them send me one of the three 

types of advertisements as noted previously, and then asked them questions about musical 

fit, brand message, and consumer perception. For the consumer interviewees, I showed 

them each of the three ads and asked a series of questions covering the topics of brand 

message, brand identity/image, and product. I explored perceptions of the music in those 

advertisements concerning its atmosphere (i.e. cheerful, somber, eerie, etc.), musical fit, 

and genre, framing my questions for the interviewees in such a way that they understood 

these theoretical aspects. A full list of questions asked of both advertisers and consumers 

is provided in Appendix A. 
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Advertiser interviews 

I researched various agencies to find the advertising professionals who are in 

positions to select music for advertisements. I contacted them by email to explain to them 

the importance of this study and requested their participation. These professionals were 

the best candidates for interviewing purposes because they are actively making decisions 

about what music should be chosen for their advertisements, basing their decisions on 

numerous factors. I did not plan on varying the type of agency or position of the person to 

be interviewed, so long as they selected music for advertisements.  

Consumer interviews 

 In terms of identifying consumers to interview, I distributed a Qualtrics screener 

survey link. I was screening for the 18-24 age demographic, geographic location beyond 

the Midwest, race/ethnicity, gender, and to gather information about musical tastes. I 

screened for this information because I needed to select interviewees from a wide 

possible pool of potential interviewees. This screener survey was used only for acquiring 

interviews with consumers. I posted the survey link on all of my social media pages and 

encouraged my friends and family to do likewise. The primary purpose of this screener 

survey was simply to gather potential interview candidates from a variety of 

backgrounds. Specifically, the final question of the survey served as a recruitment tool for 

the semi-structured interviews, collecting contact information (name, email address, and 

phone number) from those who expressed interest in participating in a 30-minute 

interview to discuss the impact of music in advertising. Additionally, I reached out to my 

friends to see if they knew of anyone outside of the Midwest geographic location who 

was interested in taking this survey or being interviewed for this project. To incentivize 
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survey participation, I offered to enter those who I selected to interview into a drawing 

for a $25 Target gift card. 

Structure of interviews 

Semi-structured interviews with advertisers led to an understanding of how they 

view consumers and how they use music to affect perceptions of their ads. The interviews 

with consumers highlighted how consumers truly feel about the music and the 

advertisements. After completing interviews with both groups, I was able to compare 

both advertisers’ perceptions of consumers and consumers’ actual thoughts and opinions. 

A semi-structured style is appropriate for this context due to the fluidity that this method 

allows. It ensured that certain questions were addressed, but permitted others to arise if 

necessary. 

Comparable studies/methodologies 

One such study that is similar in its methodology is discussed in an article by 

Ronald Weitzer and Charis E. Kubrin, titled “Misogyny in Rap Music” (2009). Although 

the focus of this research differs from this project, its sampling methods and qualitative 

methodology are worth consideration. Regarding the authors’ sampling techniques, they 

analyze rap albums that had reached platinum status from the Recording Industry 

Association of America (RIAA) from 1992 to 2000. Because this results in 1,922 songs, 

the analysis is narrowed down to 403 songs using SPSS (Statistical Package for Social 

Scientists) to curate a random sample (Kubrin and Weitzer, 2009). Kubrin and Weitzer 

discuss several key facets of misogyny in order to divulge how they define misogyny in a 

musical context. This shows that criterion sampling is useful in allowing musical and 

social meanings to emerge. Such meanings are vital in understanding how consumers 
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may perceive particular advertisements and how the music may contribute to their 

perceptions. 

Another methodologically similar study is a 1996 case study by Denise G. Jarratt 

that inspects consumers’ shopping behaviors and general shopping attitudes. Comparable 

to Kubrin and Weitzer’s work, this research is not focused on music in advertising, but its 

use of semi-structured interviews points toward the usefulness of the method. For her 

study, Jarratt created an open-ended guide for her interviews after extensively researching 

the literature on the topic at hand (1996). It was through her research that she gathered 

key information and then developed an interview guide to obtain more information 

regarding consumers’ local shopping experiences and products they typically enjoyed 

shopping for (1996). Perhaps most salient is that, once the information was gathered, 

Jarratt surveyed it for any recurring themes (1996). This demonstrates how semi-

structured interviews allow for the development and procurement of helpful information 

that otherwise may not have been gathered. This increase in information-gathering also 

divulges emerging themes that connect to previously obtained information. This project’s 

use of semi-structured interviews largely resides in the practical usefulness of an 

interview guide while also allowing for the liberty of unexpected follow-up questions and 

themes. 
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CHAPTER FOUR (RESULTS) 

 Each of the three ads produced varying results. Two ads were successful whereas 

one produced middling results. “Success” in this project is defined as an advertiser 

achieving what they intended to through their ad’s music. Below, I will go into detail 

about these three ads, what the advertiser’s intentions were for the ad/music and how the 

consumers responded to the ad/music. Before I discuss the results, below are two tables 

that include information about the three advertising professionals I spoke with as well as 

the 12 consumers I spoke with. This information details the advertisers’ job titles, the 

states they live in, the size of the agency they work for, and how many years of 

experience they have in the industry. Information about the advertisers was acquired from 

LinkedIn. The consumer table details their gender, race/ethnicity, and state of residence, 

and this information was acquired from the Qualtrics screener survey. Following these 

tables is an exploration of the various concepts from the literature review and how they 

were presented in both advertiser and consumer interviews. 

 

 Job Title State of 
Residence 

Size of Agency Years in 
Industry 

Advertiser #1 Owner Kansas Small (<100 
employees 

8 

Advertiser #2 Creative 
Director 

Missouri Large (>500 
employees) 

11 

Advertiser #3 Chief 
Storyteller 

Wisconsin Small (<100 
employees) 

17 

 

 Gender State of Residence Race/Ethnicity 
Consumer #1 Male CA White 
Consumer #2 Female UT White 
Consumer #3 Female WI White 
Consumer #4 Male IL White 
Consumer #5 Male MO Asian 
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Consumer #6 Female CA White 
Consumer #7 Female MO White 
Consumer #8 Male KS White 
Consumer #9 Male FL White 
Consumer #10 Male TX White 
Consumer #11 Female IL White 
Consumer #12 Female CT White 

 

Literature Review Concepts Reflected in Interviews 

An analysis of the interview transcripts revealed that many concepts from the 

literature review surfaced as part of the discussion on each ad’s music. Below I will go 

into greater detail about how these literature review concepts presented themselves and 

how both advertisers and consumers discussed these concepts. 

Musical fit 

Musical fit was a significant component that advertisers considered in the 

selection process, and all advertisers interviewed discussed this concept. As stated in the 

literature review, musical fit refers to the degree of congruence between an 

advertisement’s music and the message within the advertisement itself (Zander, 2006). 

Every advertiser intended for their ad message and music to fit well together, indicating 

that musical fit is a significant component for advertisers’ intentions. They all believed 

they had succeeded with their respective ads. Consumers discussed musical fit on a 

colloquial level, as well. I framed my discussion of musical fit with consumers by asking 

them if they thought the ad/music and the ad’s message complemented each other well. In 

the eyes of consumers, all three advertisers succeeded regarding musical fit. Even if 

consumers found the ad uninteresting, there was an overwhelming consensus that each 

piece of music fit well with the corresponding advertisements.  

How interviewees discussed this concept 
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When asked if they thought their music and ad complemented each other, 

Advertiser #1 (Wendy’s) said that “if you turn off the audio and you watch, you can 

imagine exactly what you’re hearing.” Consumer #2 felt that the music and ad fit well, 

saying that they thought “[Wendy’s] had a vision of what they were going for.” For 

Advertiser #2 (Delta Faucet), they felt that their music and ad complemented each other. 

They said that “the synth vibe of the audio and the fantastical nature of the visuals” was 

an effective pairing. Consumer #5 echoed this sentiment, saying that “[Delta Faucet was] 

making something, and the music sounded industrial.” Advertiser #3 (GE Healthcare) felt 

that their music and ad message complemented each other, saying both the music and ad 

message “do the job they were intended to do.” Consumer #11 felt that the music and ad 

fit well together, “especially with some of the changes and keeping that overall theme and 

consistent notes throughout.” 

Mood states 

Mood states, which are the manifold emotions or thoughts that music may evoke, 

were central, as well, as they were also brought up in every interview (Alpert and Alpert, 

1991). All three advertisers felt the need to elicit  an emotional response from the 

consumer in some fashion, with Advertiser #3 discussing mood states the most. From the 

consumer perspective, mood states were particularly integral to the Wendy’s and GE 

Healthcare ads, as consumers thought the Wendy’s ad was humorous and comedic and 

the GE Healthcare ad was emotional and hopeful. The Delta Faucet ad used mood states, 

as well, but not quite as strongly. Though some consumers said the ad/music made them 

feel positive or optimistic, the emotions weren’t as vigorous when compared to the 

Wendy’s and GE Healthcare responses. Just as musical fit was integral to measuring an 
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ad’s success via advertisers’ intentions, mood states were another factor to account for 

when determining whether an ad in this project was successful. 

How interviewees discussed this concept 

 Advertiser #1 (Wendy’s) mentioned that “there’s a huge range of emotions that 

ads try to tap into,” and that the Wendy’s ad “is a really good one because it’s very [on 

the] surface.” Consumer #12 felt that this Wendy’s spot was “fun” and felt “light-

hearted.”  Advertiser #2 (Delta Faucet) mentioned how the “electronic vibe” and the 

“modern feel” of the Delta Faucet ad helps the message “come through a little bit more 

clearly in an emotional way.” Consumer #10 said that this spot was “cheery and happy 

because they’re making masks” and overall had a “positive outlook.” For Advertiser #3 

(GE Healthcare), their main goal was to elicit “that feeling of empathy” as they 

experience the main storyline. Consumer #3 said that the ad/music was “inspiring” 

because the ad was “looking into the future and what technology could become.” 

Involvement 

Involvement, the level of a consumer’s attentiveness to an ad, played a vital role, 

too (Park and Young, 1986). Some consumers stated that they “tuned out” during some 

parts of the advertisements, meaning their attention was waning. However, in the case of 

the GE Healthcare ad, it should be mentioned that the length could be as much to blame 

as any musical issue. Although the concept itself here is relevant, Park and Young’s 

findings contradict those of this project. Usually when consumers’ involvement was low, 

it was because of a lack of interest in the ad/music. The authors wrote that, when 

consumers are in a low-involvement state, or inattentive, they have a more positive 

attitude toward the ad. This was not the case. 
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How interviewees discussed this concept 

 For their advertisement, Advertiser #1 (Wendy’s) felt that even if consumers were 

in a low-involvement state, that they would “think about this fun, little spot” and 

eventually buy the burger from Wendy’s. Consumer #4 felt that this ad was attention-

grabbing. They said that this ad “is supposed to perk your ears up a little bit and have you 

pay attention.” Although Advertiser #2 (Delta Faucet) didn’t discuss involvement, 

consumers still broached it within the context of the Delta Faucet ad. In particular, 

Consumer #1 described how, even if this ad falls into the background, that if the viewer 

sees “this ad running over and over, [they] see masks” and they “see Delta Faucet,” 

meaning that it would still reach the consumer. Advertiser #3 (GE Healthcare) discussed 

involvement in terms of how the viewer is subconsciously ushered through the 

advertisement, and how the music “gives you the driven sense of moving from” one 

element of the story to another without being aware of it. Consumer #6 described this GE 

Healthcare ad as being “in the foreground” because it grabbed their attention. 

Background music 

Perhaps the final concept from the literature review worth exploring is 

background music (Cox et al., 1993). Because every consumer commented on 

background music, and because all three advertisers mentioned background music in 

some way, this concept holds importance in terms of how advertisers use music to their 

advantage. This was especially pertinent within the Delta Faucet advertisement and the 

GE Healthcare spot. These two ads contained music that was not central to the message at 

hand. When describing their feelings toward the music in both of these ads, consumers 

said that they appreciated how the music took on a background role so that the ad’s 
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message could be “reinforced” or “supplemented.” The fact that the music took on a 

background role when it was intended to resonated positively with consumers.  

How interviewees discussed this concept 

 Advertiser #1 (Wendy’s) said that “a lot of times, music on other stuff is just in 

the background,” but that the Wendy’s ad/music “plays a louder voice.” Consumer #7 

agreed, saying that this Wendy’s ad doesn’t fall into the background because “[the ad] 

grabs your attention with the music.” Advertiser #2 (Delta Faucet) wanted some music 

for the ad with a voiceover because “disembodied VO ads just sound empty without some 

background music.” Consumer #8 recognized the music specifically as background 

music, saying that it wasn’t “supposed to be something where the music was the thing 

[the consumer] remembered the most about it.” For Advertiser #3 (GE Healthcare), they 

felt that the music “really drops to the background” so the viewer can follow the story 

through. Consumer #2 reflected Advertiser #3’s viewpoint by saying that the music “was 

more background, but [they thought] it worked.” 

Musical genre 

Nearly every interviewee discussed musical genre in some way, with the 

exception of Advertisers #1 and #3 and one consumer. In contrast to those two other 

advertisers, Advertiser #2 focused their discussion heavily on musical genre. This could 

be an indication that Advertisers #1 and #3 allocated more of their attention to other 

factors, such as the humor and comedic tone in the Wendy’s ad or the emotional narrative 

in the GE Healthcare ad.  

How interviewees discussed this concept 
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Regarding how Advertiser #2 (Delta Faucet) discussed musical genre, they said 

that their ad was “in between kind of a modern pop [piece], and [they] were also 

considering light jazz, as well” when selecting the music for the spot. Consumer #3 

thought the music suited the ad well from a genre perspective, saying that “the techno 

genre” would best suit the ad. While Advertiser #2 viewed their musical selections from a 

micro approach, Advertisers #1 (Wendy’s) and #3 (GE Healthcare) took more of a macro 

perspective. Advertiser #1 was dedicated to the ad/music’s themes, such as it being 

“nostalgic” and “playful.” Consumer #5 felt that “’90s or ’80s pop” was the best genre 

for the ad. “Advertiser #3 mirrored Advertiser #1’s focus on themes, ensuring that their 

ad/music was “emotional” and “hopeful.” Consumer #4 said that “ambient” music would 

best suit the GE Healthcare ad. Advertiser #2 evoked similar themes of emotion, but 

dedicated more attention to a specific genre, too. 

Purposes for music in advertising 

Purposes for music in advertising – which includes jingles, narrative, and motion 

– was discussed in 14 of the 15 interviews, with Advertiser #2 being the outlier. Because 

they was discussed so heavily in interviews, narrative and motion are other core 

components of how advertisers may use music to their advantage. With that being said, 

purposes for music in advertising can be compared to other aforementioned literature 

review concepts in terms of its importance to a successful ad. 

How interviewees discussed this concept 

Nearly all consumers discussed purposes for music in advertising by referring to 

the narrative in the GE Healthcare ad. For example, Consumer #1 said “the story was 

very frontal,” and Consumer #2 said “there was a pretty intense story.” They also 
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discussed this concept by pointing out how the GE Healthcare ad uses motion to usher 

the consumer through the spot’s five-minute storyline. As some examples, Consumer #3 

said the music “kept it moving because it’s a long ad, but it didn’t feel that long with the 

music keeping it going,” and Consumer #9 said that what they “think the music does is it 

moves the ad.” Advertiser #2 (Delta Faucet) being the outlier in this situation is worth 

noting. Whereas Advertiser #1 (Wendy’s) discussed jingles and Advertiser #3 (GE 

Healthcare) discussed narrative, Advertiser #2 (Delta Faucet) neglected to discuss how 

their musical selection was used for a specific purpose, such as motion. However, some 

consumers pointed out that Advertiser #2’s music instilled a sense of motion. As an 

example, Consumer #10 said Delta Faucet “had that assembly line showing things in 

motion,” which the music reinforced. 
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CHAPTER FIVE (DISCUSSION) 

  There were several key findings that resonated throughout each of the three ads. 

One commonality was that musical fit is a significant component in terms of both how 

advertisers select their music and how consumers respond to it. All three advertisers 

selected their music to accomplish their primary goals and because they believed their 

ads/music complemented each other. All consumers discussed musical fit, and they 

generally believed that each ad/music pairing was complementary. Additionally, all three 

advertisers wanted to set an emotional tone through their music, and all consumers 

discussed emotion as a result. Each of the three ads elicited particular moods within the 

consumers, with the Wendy’s ad being comedic and light, the Delta Faucet ad being 

optimistic and modern, and the GE Healthcare ad being cinematic and futuristic. All three 

advertisers also emphasized the importance of storytelling or taking the consumer on a 

journey. It should also be mentioned that the majority of consumers expressed their 

enjoyment of an ad when the music served the ad on a deeper, holistic level. 

With a summary of my findings in consideration, I will now answer each research 

question below. 

RQ1: Do consumer perceptions of the music match what advertisers hoped to achieve? 

 Consumer perceptions of the music matched what two of the three advertisers 

intended to accomplish. For the Wendy’s ad, consumers generally described the ad/music 

as fun, light, entertaining, over-the-top, and comedic. Advertiser #1 set out to create an 

advertisement that was fun, entertaining, and tongue-in-cheek. This means that the 

Wendy’s ad was successful because Advertiser #1 achieved what they intended to 

because consumer perceptions of the music matched what they hoped to achieve. 
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Consumers perceived the Delta Faucet ad/music as modern, but not as thoughtful or 

fantastical, meaning that consumer perceptions of this music did not match what 

Advertiser #2 hoped to achieve. Lastly, consumers perceived GE Healthcare’s ad/music 

as cinematic, hopeful, emotional, and futuristic. This matched what Advertiser #3 

intended to achieve, so the GE Healthcare ad was successful. 

RQ2: How does an advertisement’s music affect a consumer’s perception on whether the 

ad is effective? 

 An advertisement’s music affects a consumer’s perception on whether an ad is 

effective when there is a high degree of musical fit. After viewing the Wendy’s ad, 

consumers generally responded positively because they felt that the ad, its music, and its 

message all worked in a symbiotic fashion. Because the music took on a foreground role 

and was central to the ad’s message, consumers appreciated how the music’s aggressive 

nature complemented the comedic tone of the ad. Similarly, consumers demonstrated a 

positive response to the Delta Faucet ad because the music took on a background role, 

which they said reinforced the ad/message rather than distracted from it. Lastly, 

consumers expressed positive opinions toward the GE Healthcare ad because there was a 

high degree of musical fit in terms of the cinematic atmosphere that both the music and 

the ad itself possessed.  

Expected Findings 

In the proposal, numerous expected findings were listed. The first expected 

finding was that music would dramatically affect the consumer’s response to an 

advertisement. This largely rings true, as several consumers expressed a strong like or 

dislike for ads because of the music. Another expected finding pertaining to consumers 
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was that consumers would prefer instrumental music because it was less distracting. 

There is no data to support this, so it is a possible direction for future research.  

Several predictions were also listed regarding advertiser interviews. The first 

expected finding was that musical fit would be an integral factor that advertisers account 

for. This was heavily proven true, evidenced by the fact that all three advertisers selected 

music that they believed complemented the advertisements and the ads’ messages best. 

One prediction that went unfounded was that music theory would play an important role 

in eliciting particular emotional responses from consumers. Theoretical aspects such as 

tempo, key, lyrics, and genre were rarely discussed. However, it should be mentioned that 

my interview questions for consumers were not tailored for a discussion of these 

concepts. This is because, when I asked the three advertisers questions about theoretical 

aspects such as tempo, they revealed that these factors were not heavily considered when 

they selected the music. 

Limitations 

The limitations of the research need to be addressed, as well. One limitation that 

is worth discussing is the lack of people of color in the interviewee pool for both 

advertisers and consumers. Only one of the 12 consumer interviewees is non-white. 

People of color responded to the survey, but they were either people I knew closely or did 

not volunteer to be interviewed. Another limitation worth mentioning is that most 

interviewees are from the Midwest, resulting in a partly homogenous geographic pool. 

Geographic location could subtly alter perceptions of music or familiarity with particular 

genres. As a result, this could have affected the data, albeit in imperceptibly minor ways. 

One last limitation worth considering centers on the target audience for each ad and 
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whether the 12 consumers interviewed as part of this project fall into the target audience. 

Although I have outlined what ads were and weren’t successful related to whether 

advertisers achieved their objectives in the music they used, the target audience is a key 

factor in determining whether an ad is truly effective. The fact that this project does not 

explore this notion is important to acknowledge as a limitation of the research. 

Directions for Future Research 

Regarding future research, modern, popular advertisements are seldom discussed 

in academic writing. An analysis of how music is employed in modern advertising is 

crucial to understanding deeper concepts such as psychology in advertising as well as 

contemporary branding. Although some research exists, most of it is older and potentially 

outdated, so new research on music in advertising should be explored. Additionally, most 

of the research that analyzes music in adverting is quantitative, so a qualitative approach 

to analysis could bring about new developments and knowledge. 

This data is significant for advertising professionals and should inform the use of 

music in ads going forward. This project, through a modern lens, unveils the importance 

of musical fit, mood states, and involvement in advertising tactics. As shown from the 

consumer interviews, consumers positively respond to ads when there is a high degree of 

musical fit, when the ad and its music elicit a fitting emotional tone (i.e. mood state), and 

when the ad’s music suits the type of involvement of the ad (i.e. background music, 

frontal music). Summarily, advertisers should consider these three concepts when 

selecting music for ads, as each of them can be used to serve the ad on a deeper level and 

better resonate with consumers on a positive level. 
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Additionally, this research advances the literature by placing modern 

advertisements with modern music in an academic context, which is largely absent from 

current literature. Exploring modern ads/music ensures that the literature does not render 

itself outdated or obsolete. Because advertisers are constantly adapting their strategies, 

it’s vital to stay current in an academic sense when studying these concepts. This project 

takes the foundation of the literature and expands on it in the process. 
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APPENDIX A (INTERVIEW QUESTIONS) 

Advertiser Questions 

1. What kind of effect do you think this music has on consumers? 

2. What kind of effect do you think this advertisement has on consumers? 

3. Why did you select this music for this ad? 

4. What role do the lyrics play in achieving the purpose of this ad (I only asked this 

question when interviewing the Wendy’s advertiser)? 

5. How do you think tempo is used in this advertisement?  

6. Were you thinking about the tempo while you were selecting music for this ad? 

7. Every ad has a creative message it’s trying to achieve. How does the music help 

reach this goal? 

8. What do you think this music says about the brand? 

9. Do you think the advertisement and music complement each other well? Why or 

why not? 

Consumer Questions 

1. How would you describe the music being played in the ad? 

2. How does this music make you feel? 

3. How does this music/ad conjure emotion? 

4. How would you describe the general feeling of this ad? 

5. What message do you think this ad is trying to convey? 

6. What do you think the advertiser was trying to accomplish through using this 

music? 

7. Did you experience any kind of story or journey as you watched this ad? 
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8. Do you think the music in the ad fit well with the message? 

9. How does the music set the pace of the ad? 

10. How do you think the music changes throughout the ad? 

11. What kinds of changes did you notice? 

12. Why do you think this music was chosen for this ad? 

13. Do you think this ad/music had any subconscious effects on you? 

14. What kind of effect does this music have on your perception of the brand? 

15. What did you find particularly effective about this music? 

16. After watching this ad, how do you feel about the brand? 

17. Does this ad fall into the background for you? 

18. If it falls into the background, then do you think it’s still an effective ad? 
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APPENDIX B (INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS) 

Advertiser #1 

What kind of effect do you think this music has on consumers? 

I think that this ad specifically … I mean ads … there’s a huge range of emotions that ads 

try to tap into, and I think an ad for a fast food chain … this is a really good one because 

it’s very surface. All you want to do is provide a little bit of entertainment, and you want 

to loop people in where they don’t even know they’re watching, but they’re having a 

good time. At the end of it, they’re like, “Wendy’s. Oh, I’ll swing by Wendy’s and pick 

up lunch” or whatever.  

 

The music was more than just a jingle. My brother sang this one. He wrote this song. It’s 

just some guitar chords, so it’s not really a song. They actually had him come in and do 

the voice-over, too. The music on this one … every once in a while, they let you break 

the rules a little bit. It’s weird, because in our line of work, usually very low-budget stuff, 

stuff like this would be usually really low budget to where it’s just like, the client hires a 

company like us and they’re like, “Hey, just run with it. We don’t really have a lot of 

money, so we’re not going to force you to stay in our box. We’re going to let you do 

something crazy.” But this one was pretty standard budget, and it was a really big client, 

so it really worked out really well. 

 

I think that it’s … It keeps it light and surfacey. It’s playful. It’s nostalgic, nostalgic for a 

certain demographic obviously. It’s cool because this one plays a louder voice. A lot of 

times, music on other stuff is just in the background, which is more in the psychology of 
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how music plays into it. But when you watch this spot, when you look back on it, you’re 

like, “The music was really cool.” The music was a loud player in that, but nostalgic. 

 

You saw the part where they kind of pulled out and went to black and white, and the 

grittiness of the video … It’s funny because that part of the spot could’ve gone really 

wrong. They could’ve done it really bad. It almost starts feeling kind of cheesy and just 

really forced, but they stay on it just long enough to where the edit of the video plays a 

role in the humor too, like the timing. There’s a re-catch-up of where they really do a 

high-five. 

What led you to choose the music for this video? 

This was pretty much a request from them. I know that you have to organize all my notes 

into something concise, but I may not be very concise with my feedback. We’re working 

on a project now for Voodoo Ranger, one of New Belgium’s brands. They asked us to 

essentially copy the music from an old Mentos commercial. They’re purposefully cheesy. 

But for this Wendy’s thing, they were like, “Hey, here’s one or two spots we kind of like, 

so just do something in this world.” 

 

It’s really funny because there’s the music side of it and the psychology side of it. The 

psychology, marketing, advertising side, that’s the world that we live in. The music, the 

deep music theory side of it, is not the world we live in. Sometimes we’ll have clients 

that are deep musicians themselves and they’ll be like, “We’ll use minor chords, a 

diminished something here, this Black Beauty snare.” And all this stuff. We’re always 

just like, “We can do that, but it’s all about the feeling that it gets.” With this one, the 
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feeling is power chords, heavy electric guitar, needs to be way over-the-top, needs to feel 

like a micro machines commercial. So as far as the chording, the actual theory behind the 

music, there’s a lot in the psychology of it. Like I’m in my studio right now, and you 

could ask me, “Give me a song, make something kind of like this,” and it’s all about just 

the feel of it. 

What role do you think the lyrics play in achieving the purpose of this ad? 

It’s all tongue-in-cheek, basically the jokiness of it. A lot of times we’ll get lyrics 

provided by the client, but a lot of times that’s a challenge for us, where so many times, 

they write way too many lyrics. So many lyrics. They’ll send us a huge poem, basically. 

It’s surprising to me how little some clients seem to understand about music where it 

would be nice just to meet in the middle, to be able to time out syllables and stuff like 

that. This one I think was OK. They gave us lyrics, but so often, almost every single time 

they tried to squeeze too many words in. That’s one of the things I think you could do 

wrong with music in advertising. 

 

It’s really easy to go overboard with lyrics in advertising because they want to be like, 

“We have to talk about this, we have to talk about this, and we have to talk about this.” 

So something tongue-in-cheek like this spot is perfect because you don’t have to line out 

everything, and you can slip in some reality with some jokes and stuff. 

How do you think tempo was used in this ad? Was that something you were actively 

thinking about? 

I think so. When we get projects, that’s one of the first things that we have to do. My 

brother and I use Logic to record, another guy in our company uses Reason, and we’ve 
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got a guy who uses Pro Tools and Ableton and stuff. Basically, choosing the BPM right 

from the get-go is pretty important for us. A lot of times we’ll get a reference song, and 

they’ll be like, “Hey just kind of copy this style, this general feel,” and we’ll aim for 

something in there. I do notice … On this one, I don’t know what the BPM is at all off-

hand, but I would guess that it was probably 130 to 140, maybe 150. Basically the tempo 

really does change the feel of it for sure. I’ll find myself going all the way down to 80 

BPM sometimes on really slow, pretty things. Tempo plays a big role, period. 

Every ad has this creative purpose it’s trying to achieve. How do you think the 

music in this ad helps achieve that goal? 

The first thing to do to unpack that question is to figure out what was Wendy’s trying to 

say. I think Wendy’s was trying to position themselves as a fun, loving company, not a 

big, mysterious corporation, but a fun, easy-to-interact-with company. I think the music 

was one of many of the tools of it. The visuals, the music, the writing, the editing, timing, 

just one of the tools of the presentation of it. Get the customer to feel like, “Oh yeah, 

Wendy’s is fun.” 

What do you think the music says about Wendy’s? 

We did basically all of Wendy’s’ music for two years, so we did about 60 or 70 different 

projects for them. For each project we would make 2-5 different options, so we’ve made 

100s of songs for Wendy’s, and the style has changed a little bit. With regular TV 

commercials, they would ask for Vampire Weekend mixed with The Black Keys. And we 

were like, “Oh, that’s pretty easy. Heavy bass and some stomping drums or whatever.” 

This spot was a departure a little bit for sure. But the funny thing is just watching 

Wendy’s’ advertising, it’s about that you don’t have to have a huge buy-in. You don’t 
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have to have to have a huge emotional investment from a customer to get them to come 

buy a Baconator. You want them to think about this fun little spot, whether it’s musical, 

visual, whatever that thing is that calls them back, and when they’re driving down the 

street, and they see a Wendy’s sign, they think, “Oh, I’m going to pull over,” and they 

buy a Baconator. So it’s not like selling a $10,000 boat or whatever, it’s a few bucks, a 

Frosty or whatever. Just hop on by! 

They’re getting into that subconscious zone. 

Exactly, to make them not even think about it basically. 

Do you think the music and the video complement each other well? 

I think so. On that one, I do. There are times … Some of my favorite combinations of 

music and video are when they don’t seem to go together too well. Same thing for film 

scores, too. A great example is Nightcrawler with Jake Gyllenhaal. It’s really an amazing 

movie, but the music kind of sucks. The music is this weird electric guitar, ‘90s … it just 

feels really weird. But as you get into it, you’re like, “Holy crap, this works really, really 

well.” And that doesn’t happen with music too often. 

 

Some of my favorite, just as a musician or creative person, is when on the surface it 

doesn’t make sense, but when you lock into it, it’s a little bit more like eye candy or ear 

candy, and you’re like, “Oh this does make sense.” The Wendy's thing on the other hand 

… If you turn off the audio and you watch that spot, you can imagine exactly what you’re 

hearing. You don’t even have to hear it one time. You know what it’s going to sound like. 

The sound design is way over-the-top. 

 
Advertiser #2 
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What kind of effect do you think this music has on consumers? 

For me, music always helps set the emotional tone for what’s going on. So I mean bare 

bones functional ads, especially disembodied VO ads just sound empty without some 

background music, but then the music that you put in there, and it totally sounds cliche, 

just totally sets the tone for the entire piece. For us, we were going for more of a modern, 

thoughtful, yet a little bit fantastical … it’s an animated spot with this fantastical 

assembly line creation story. So I would say setting the emotional tone for where you 

want the viewers’ headspace to be as they’re taking in that video. 

What kind of effect do you think this video has on consumers? 

I think the video too … They should work symbiotically. So that one with the animation, 

it’s kind of similar to the music. It had more of a fantastical vibe to it. It takes the viewer 

on a little bit of journey. When we started out with that project anyway, we were like, 

“We have a lot of information to convey in a very short amount of time.” So what better 

way to have a designer just straight up tell us about it. OK, how do we make that 

interesting? What if we go inside his head almost as he’s creating this. I think that’s the 

effect of it, as well, that animation suspends disbelief a little bit and lets us take the 

viewer on a little bit of a journey visually and then audio-wise, as well. 

 

We really liked, on the visual and audio both, there’s kind of a shift a little of the ways 

through. Up front, we had the VO talking about how the idea came to be, intro-ing a little 

bit, and then there’s a part in the visual where the actual making begins, and then a lever 

gets pulled, and then boom, the audio changes as well. The tone of the music kicks in. 

We really liked setting a pace. 
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What led you to choose that particular music for the ad? 

We kept using the words “modern” and “thoughtful.” We actually used Marmoset and 

gave them that brief. We also had a budget. I don’t remember what it was off the top of 

my head unfortunately, but it wasn’t loads. We couldn’t get a custom track made. So they 

sent us back … It was in between kind of modern pop-ish, and we were also considering 

a light jazz as well, kind of a sophisticated vibe. And they sent us back a bunch of options 

along those lines. We were drawn to that piece of music really because of that shift in 

energy halfway through. We wanted to set up the story and then execute, jump into the 

making halfway through that. We liked the difference in energy level. 

 

That change in energy level … Some of the other ones, they were all like the intro, very 

synthy, or they were all higher-energy. To find a track that split the difference was the 

difference-maker on that one. 

How do you think tempo is used in this video? Is that something you were actively 

thinking about when picking out music? 

Yeah, I think so. We didn’t necessarily go in with a BPM or anything, but we wanted it to 

be a steady tempo. We didn’t want it to be driving because this wasn’t a high-energy, 

there’s a lot of action, let’s buy something sort of thing. We also didn’t want it to be 

sleepy either. There should be a creative energy with it. So we wanted something that we 

considered a nice, mid-range. Of course that’s relative to whatever you’re comparing it 

to, but kind of not too fast, not too slow. We wanted it to have a nice buzz, a nice vibe, 

sort of creative energy to it. We didn’t want it to be crazy techno or anything like that, 

either. We wanted something right in the middle, not full-on relaxing, but you’d be 
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comfortable in it; fast enough where you’re kind of leaning in a little bit and wondering 

where it’s taking you. 

Do you think the music and the ad complement each other pretty well? 

I think so, yeah. Again, especially with both of them having the synth vibe of the audio 

and the fantastical nature of the visuals, I like that pairing. And also that nice transition 

and energy level when the beat kicks in, and pairing that with the moment that you switch 

from the genesis idea portion into the manufacturing and distribution portion. 

What do you think this music says about Delta Faucet? 

To me, I think it says it’s more of a modern brand. We didn’t pick traditional, or cliche 

traditional, acoustic rock that is pretty common in stuff like this. Going back to those two 

words we kept using, was just “modern” and “thoughtful” is what we were going for. 

Every ad has a creative message it’s trying to achieve. How do you think the music 

in this ad helps reach that goal for you? 

I think to reach the overall message of that, just having that creative feel. We wanted to 

set this piece up of Delta is creative in their design, they’re purposeful in their design. It’s 

design and creativity with a purpose. So that’s kind of the overarching message. There’s 

the creation up front, there’s the actual getting things done on the back end. I think the 

audio just mirrors that vibe throughout because … and it gives it a little bit of credibility 

because if we were trying to tell that story over, again, just kind of Of-Monsters-and-

Men-type knockoff, acoustic rock, I don’t think it would have come through as much. A 

little bit of the electronic vibe, a little bit more of the modern feel, I think helps that 

message come through a little bit more clearly I think in an emotional way, as well. 
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You’re hearing it, you’re seeing it, and that music a lot of times is what gives it that extra 

emotional punch. 

 
Advertiser #3 

Did you think instrumental music would allow the voice-over to shine through and 

not distract from the main message? 

Yeah, that is part of it. I was thinking through, going through how we were setting up this 

project as a whole to kind of gain some insight. I think that we have a bit of a rule of 

thumb usually if it’s a really strong narrative-driven thing … It’s two-fold. One is for 

probably … There are some brands that I think live and thrive where the message is the 

song in some way. Or it’s the bedrock of the whole thing. It’s someone who’s grabbing a 

surfboard or the launch of a new car, and it’s somebody singing “I just wanna be OK, be 

OK, be OK,” and it’s a Volkswagen thing, and the two sort of collide in a cool way, and 

the song carries the story. In other ones, it’s more a mood-setting scenario, so in this case 

it was more like “How do we set the tone of someone who’s facing a really perilous 

challenge?” And the truth is we knew we had to go … Actually when we started the 

project, we didn’t know what kind of music we were going to be looking at. We didn’t 

even know if it was going to be instrumental or if it was going to actually have some song 

to it or lyrics to it, but when we moved to something that actually was a dialogue-driven 

piece, that is what removed the possibility for us to have anything that was driven by 

lyrics. And frankly, less expensive to either license or secure that music. 

What kind of effect do you think this music has on someone watching the video? 

Part of it is I’d say empathy, I mean some suspense, but also the idea that, maybe 

suspense is the wrong term, for this particular music, it was probably more about finding 
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something that had a certain rhythm to it that felt hopeful, or went through various 

movements that kind of lead you through a journey in some way. 

 

Part of that was, and I also have my own preferences, where I feel like strings are 

typically really emotive so I tend to be drawn to more orchestral pieces, whereas my 

brother and his leading projects tend to lean toward things that end up being more poppy, 

like just a little more funk-pop, things that probably have a bit more soul to them, 

whereas I look at things that are a bit more anthemic, and if we’re creating anthemic 

pieces, we usually are drawn toward creating something that scores a piece emotionally 

in some way. 

I think “suspenseful” rings true because the viewer isn’t always sure what’s going to 

happen, and then there’s a resolution. There are different movements of the music 

that go along with the video. 

And some of it I realize, these two worlds colliding and how they come together, whether 

it’s cutting to music or whether you’re ultimately shaping music around the piece, more 

often we’re cutting to music. Like we’re taking our cues there. We know the general 

storyline ???. Things come in and out based on whether or not it makes sense with the 

music bed based on a whole. 

What kind of effect do you think the video has on someone watching it? 

Based on the feedback we received from this one, we had a lot of people who said that 

they cried or felt empathy or thought about a loved one or teared up in some way because 

of the intergenerational story. And again, this is probably not even the tightest long-form 

commercial in history; it just happens to be one of ours that’s a bit more emotive. But 
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pulling out of a person … emotion I think is probably the biggest piece that came from it. 

That feeling of empathy that they can identify with the hope or the journey or also the 

intergenerational elements of the mother and daughter’s relationship. 

That’s what stood out to me, was going from one generation to another. You 

mentioned earlier that strings to you are very emotive. Was that the key component 

that led you to choose this particular music? 

I think so. I picked this one out. I’m sure I listened to probably a hundred different pieces. 

I think that probably has to be it. The strings for sure but then also the movements that it 

walks through, giving you resolve or places where it can ??? in some way. And 

sometimes we do some minor manipulation of things to loop something back to give us 

longer time. I would say so for sure. That kind of orchestral string part was a huge part of 

it. Preferentially speaking, I love strings more than anything else. Piano is like right up 

there. So I have a tendency to be drawn toward those kinds of things that end up being 

simple but draw you in. 

 

Or cinematic, as well. Probably what we’re also scratching at is trying to create a very 

mini-movie in some way that feels like it has the fullness of a score to it. And while 

people actually score movies, we’re doing the exact reverse of that. We’re trying to find 

something that has been built with its own kind of story and emotion. Often, these pieces 

of music have their own titles that suddenly connote that. This one might even be called 

“To Live Another Day” or something. I don’t think that’s what it’s titled, but that sort of 

thing can sort of grab you and say “Oh yeah! Someone saw that storyline there, and it’s 

just sitting there for us to grab it.” Yeah, like, this is her story, to live another day. Again, 
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I don’t know if that is what it was titled, but I’ve definitely encountered things like that, 

pieces that grab you because you can instantly apply it to the mood you want to create. 

Titles can definitely draw you to a piece. 

Absolutely. I’ve studied a little bit of his music collection over time to try and think 

through like, “Hey is there rhyme and reason to this or is there a better way to be able to 

crank up the emotion part of it or not?” And I do think some of it is the ability to look at 

unique ways to focus around ??? Some of these things are about … They’re definitely 

designed more for the people picking out music. I’ve seen a couple of organizations or 

companies that basically provide music, and there’s all types of ones, but they had so 

many different types of interfaces where they were starting to select ones where you 

could always dial things up and down. And you’re like “Cool! Dial up the emotion or dial 

this thing down.” Other ones have set categories by instrument and music and various 

ways of searching that stuff out because people are probably trying to figure out like, 

“What’s the best way to do this,” kind of like image-searching was going through its own 

revolution a few years back where they had no rhyme or reason to it, and then meta-tags 

became kind of part of its … its crowd-sourced meta-tags DNA-type stuff became part of 

it as well. So that makes me wonder if there’s a better way, in terms of what kind of 

music people would say this makes me feel like because I’ve never seen an interface like 

that before. It’s interesting to think about. 

Were you thinking about tempo when selecting the musical piece? 

I never search for something based on tempo necessarily, but there’s probably something 

happening in the back of your brain that says, “This thing has to keep moving at a 

quickening pace because we’re going to move through a lot of content.” We’re basically 
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following a day-in-the-life-of, so it’s got to have a certain rhythm to it. In the same way, I 

think about “Old Town Road.” It was so popular obviously in the last year or so. It was 

absolutely huge. It has a sort of rhythmic … It’s almost like the whole way through 

you’re riding a horse. You feel that sense of galloping peace through it that kind of keeps 

going. I think even the way the song even tapers off at the end, it’s as if it goes into 

infinity. I don’t think it actually comes to a dead stop. It sort of fades out, and maybe in 

the music video you’re left with people who are doing line-dancing maybe in an old 

folks’ home, I don’t know. Or in a small town somewhere. So even that is something I 

think is interesting, that we’re intercepting a story that suddenly carries on and has this 

open-range feel to it. 

 

This didn’t have a galloping feel, but there was this idea that there’s a driving element to 

the whole thing that drives you through, ultimately, especially toward the end, it kind of 

spits you out. It’s like going on some type of river ride and at the very end, you spit out 

into this thing and you just sit there for a minute, and you’re like “OK I just went on a 

ride.” It’s a few moments of calm that are probably very similar to other experiences that 

we have in life … just kind of usher you into the peace of something at the end. That’s a 

bigger question regarding tempo, but I’m sure it played a place somewhere in the back of 

mind, but I wasn’t looking for a specific tempo when we probably selected it. 

That’s an interesting point about driving the story. It’s very much a narrative. You 

usher in the viewer from one part to the next. 

Get them through a lot because we’re going to cover a lot, you know? 
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Every ad has a creative message it’s trying to achieve. How does the music in this 

video help reach that goal? 

Well if we’re looking at the storyline and what we were trying to convey through it … 

The intended purpose was to showcase GE Healthcare as a … imagine what the near 

future looks like, to reduce anxiety, to basically provide someone with a pretty seamless 

healthcare experience that can often be weeks and months and condense that into a single 

day with the convergence of AI technologies and automation and basically all these 

various technologies that GE is playing with and toying with right now that converged to 

create this seamless healthcare system. Being driven through that experience is something 

that can relieve an incredible amount of anguish, and pain, and tension that just would 

take months to work through. Instead, you’re ushered through it in a single day, like, 

wow, in 24 hours you might actually have some type of prognosis or at least a diagnostic 

test that tells you that the cancer is there but we think there’s actually a really good 

chance of recovery and we’ll start you on that path. 

 

So I think in terms of the backdrop of the music selection for that, it echoes this cadence, 

this ability to say “We’re going to condense this timeline to this.” And in doing so the 

backdrop of that music gives you the driven sense of moving from this to this to this to 

this to suddenly like … set up this … even in the moment you’re getting a self-scan, next 

you’re in a car, or you’re going to your office, or you’re being ushered into this place. 

Now obviously there are elements within this storyline that give you more shape and 

space, but it was meant to do that, I guess you would say, and the music was meant to 

usher you through quickly. 
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Earlier you said it was cinematic. It’s like a full-length feature film condensed into 5 

minutes, and you need music that fits that. 

It’s funny because here we’re also mixing a variety of … Now I’m trying to think about 

how many different music beds we were actually using. We might be using two or three. 

It’s funny because even at different anchor points, even around the 43-second mark, you 

have this very anthemic thing that opens the piece, and then you’re moving into a kind of 

suspenseful scene where it’s about to pick up a little bit. And it really drops to the 

background so we can actually follow this thing through, which has sort of like, a 

pensive, almost like a good ER show at some point where they’re working through a 

difficult challenge at some point. But we eventually … There’s one other point that I’ll 

note: there’s also a point at which the music becomes really simple and there’s this kind 

of like highlight through … so she’s successively kind of telling her story, but you find 

this little piece but you find this music that comes up through the whole piece that feels a 

little more … not child-like … but you’ve got this deep bed, and then you’ve got this 

thing that rises up and it’s suggestive of some type of pensive or thoughtful experience in 

life that suddenly is laid over, like life just got more complicated, or we’re tracking the 

highs and lows and, again, there’s a simplicity to it. We’ve used that same technique in 

other pieces. One of them was a Gator Cases commercial. And it was really simple, but it 

was driven by almost what sounded like a little child’s xylophone. It was super simple, 

and it was meant to communicate the playfulness of this character that sits underneath the 

whole thing when we begin to dramatize that Gator Cases are tough and hard on the 

outside but love your stuff on the inside. But it’s another really good similar device being 

used in music where you take this base layer and layer on it something that’s maybe 
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simple but it’s meant to communicate a complicated navigation of something in life, or 

maybe even indicate childhood or something that is nostalgic in nature. That’s what we 

were kind of going for there. 

What do you think this music says about GE Healthcare? 

Well I think, again, knowing that it’s different pieces of music, I think the biggest one is 

that empathy comes through … that GE Healthcare recognizes the journey that people are 

on, which is an emotional one, an emotive one, and they join you in that. They are 

capable of understanding that the solutions they’re developing are for humans. This isn’t 

just big-box (?) technology. These are things that intercept mothers, and daughters, and 

families. Healthcare is a very personal and emotional experience, so I think that’s the 

biggest piece that comes out. To say “we get it, it’s full of tears and tension and hardship 

and waiting and beauty.” And also, you could even say, resolve, at moments when you 

can feel the relief of something that’s a diagnosis that you know or are aware of can take 

it. Those are all the things that I think what’s being communicated through the music, 

what GE can hold and understand and communicate, even though I think a lot of it is 

subconscious. 

Do you think the music and the video complement each other well? 

I think so. Yeah, I definitely do. I’ve definitely seen things before that I think didn’t do 

that initially, or pieces where I found it jarring in some way, and then I got used to it. I’ll 

give you an example of one I found jarring, it’s not really an advertisement, so you’ll 

have to just hold this for a second. The very first time I saw the movie Interstellar, I was 

like “Whoa! They’re playing with deep organ stuff.” And it’s become one of my favorite 

soundtracks. It’s one of my favorite movies. The ability to play organ music is almost 
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akin to what’s happening in … the Mad Max recreation had a really strong electric guitar 

component to it. Those are just the resting kinds of pieces that are just crazy, and they’re 

all driven by that. That one’s reckless, whereas “methodical” is what I think we’re 

witnessing when we see something like deep organ music played in Interstellar, this into 

the great unknown. Those are other things I felt like were jarring but they caught my 

attention, and at first I didn’t think they fit, but then I was like “No, this totally fits.” The 

short answer is yes I think so. I think they do the job they were intended to do. 

We see a lot of that mirrored in film scores just as we do advertisements. 

I think probably a lot of it is fairly subjective, or people think it’s subjective, when it’s 

actually their brains working to create that, they just don’t know why or what. 

So do you think it’s a science in that regard? 

I do. I mean I think it’s a science in the sense of that, anytime you peel layers back, this 

isn’t something I’ve thought a ton about, other than thinking there might be a better way, 

but I think there is probably a science to this that our brains are engaging and we just 

don’t, we haven’t called the gravity yet, we haven’t assigned the apple falling down the 

tree and we’re going “Yup! That’s the reason for what’s happening!” But I do think 

there’s probably more science. But there’s also a deep art because the art comes in the 

selection of the mood and feeling, but I bet AI could actually do this too. I bet the AI 

could do this pretty darn well. 

We’re already seeing AI making music actually. Maybe that speaks to the whole 

science vs. art aspect of this in some way. 

We know that music is already scientific in the sense that, certain chords, that we are 

wired as humans to resonate with, whereas other things that are sort of in disunity in 
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some way or there is discord there I guess, or there are minor keys that initiate suspense 

and things like that. I think the brain is absolutely tuned to basically respond to music 

because it essentially comes in probably the same way speech does and other things. 

People getting these cues that are telling us “this is how you need to feel about that.” It’s 

also why, it’s weird, I’ve seen some movies before where I felt like they were 

communicating the wrong thing with the music, where I'm like “you’re setting me up for 

something, but you didn’t pay that off.” It was suspense, but that didn’t result in 

something. Or you’re telescoping me into helping to feel a certain way possibly. But 

again you could argue that’s good cinema and stuff. But again that’s a science because 

you’re engineering the way somebody feels about something. 

 

So art and science interact, yes, or intersect, more science than art, I think so. I think the 

selection tools we have today are probably leaning more into an artful camp, that some 

people in science just don’t know. That’s my thought.  

 
Consumer #1 

ADVERTISEMENT 1 (WENDY’S): 

How would you describe the music being played in that ad? 

It felt epic, but I would also say ironic. I would describe it as a classic-rock vibe. There 

does seem to be a sort of masculine quality to it. Those are things that come to mind. 

How would you describe the overall feeling of the ad? 

It felt comedic and nostalgic. 

What do you think the message is that this ad is trying to convey? 
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It’s trying to harken back to an older style of commercials, an ironic homage to an early 

‘90s feel in order to I think … the Jr. Bacon is a classic, but there’s a newer, bigger 

version of it. 

Through using this music, what do you think Wendy’s was trying to accomplish? 

Nothing I haven’t said already. With the music, especially, they’re trying to tap into a 

certain nostalgia for early ‘90s cartoons and commercials. 

Do you think the music and the ad go well together? 

Yes, I do. 

What genre of music best suits this ad? 

I think the music they chose suits it well, that sort of ‘80s rock sound. Alternatively, I 

think an ‘80s, early ‘90s hip-hop sound could suit it, as well. 

How does the music set the pace? 

At first I wasn’t sure if this was an older commercial or not. It wasn’t until they started 

intentionally making jokes that I realized that this is probably a newer commercial in an 

older style, so I think it’s very effective in transporting me back to a specific time. 

Were there any changes in the music that you noticed while watching this? 

There is of course that moment where it goes black-and-white and starts zooming in on 

his face, where the music cuts out. That’s the only significant change I noticed. 

Why do you think this music was chosen? 

It was very effective at pinpointing a certain moment in time in advertising, cartoons, 

media, and things like that. 

Did this ad or music have any subconscious effects on you? 
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Yes, absolutely. I legitimately thought this was an older ad because of the music and the 

style. 

Is there anything you found particularly effective about this music? 

I thought it was effective the way … I wasn’t sure at first if it was going to be 

background music. I didn’t know how frontal the music was going to be. But when the 

announcer’s voice started coming in singing a theme song, I found that to be especially 

effective, that it wasn’t just this music in the background, that they were putting it 

forward and singing a theme song for the commercial. 

Does this ad fall into the background for you? 

It’s in the foreground. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 2 (DELTA FAUCET): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

I would describe it as optimistic, simple, and reassuring. 

How would you describe the overall mood of this ad? 

The overall mood of the ad feels very reassuring. It feels very much like it’s trying to say, 

“Trust us.” 

What would you say the message is? 

It’s saying, “Trust us,” which is funny because they are of course selling something that 

is a necessity, which is always kind of weird. It’s like, “Hey, this thing that you have to 

do, we’re the best in the business!” It feels calming. They’re trying to get you to trust 

them and they’re trying to say, they don’t use these words, but they’re trying to say, “We 
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know the world is crazy right now, but we are an authority figure who’s going to keep 

you safe.” 

What do you think Delta Faucet was trying to achieve through using this music? 

I think it is to sort of set … warm happy music, but at the same time, I was noticing the 

little beat they have going on underneath it that keeps it from being too saccharine. The 

music feels very reassuring. The music just said to me, the whole time, like, 

“Everything’s gonna be fine.” 

Did you experience any story or journey? 

No. I mostly got a mood. I don’t know if I got a story. 

Do you think the music and ad fit well with the message? 

Yes. 

What genre of music would best suit this ad? 

Is GarageBand sample a genre? Ambiance, I guess. 

How do you think the music sets the pace? 

It comes in right away and lets you know that this is going to be a cheerful, happy place, 

a safe space. Pretty right away I think the music is effective in creating that space. 

Did you notice any changes in the music? 

I noticed in the very beginning, there was a bit more movement in the music and I think 

when they were getting most of their information across, the music didn’t change a whole 

lot until the end. I didn’t notice it too, too much, which I imagine is their goal. They don’t 

really want you to be noticing the music. 

Do you think that’s why this music was picked? 

Yes. I think the simplicity is a big reason for the music in it. 
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Do you think this ad/music had any subconscious effects on you? 

Yeah, I think it did. It made me feel better listening to it. It made me feel happier. It made 

me feel safe. I think it paired very well with the fact that they were using animation. 

There’s a sort of distance there. I think if I were watching real people, it would feel too 

connected to the world. The fact that I was watching animation made it even cozier or 

safer. 

Is there anything you found particularly effective about the music? 

I do think the music was effective. I think the most effective thing was its simplicity. I do 

think the addition of the beat was effective because I think it prevented it from going to a 

sappy place. It kept it upbeat. 

Does this ad tend to fall into the background for you? 

Yeah, I would say so. 

Do you think it’s still an effective ad in the background? 

Yeah, I feel like, especially, if you see this ad running over and over, you see masks, you 

see Delta Faucet, you see water. I do think it probably would be effective. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 3 (GE HEALTHCARE): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

Very movie, soundtrack-y, felt very much like a film score. I guess classical even though 

it’s not classical. 

How does this music/ad conjure emotion? 

I think they’re going for this very movie, epic feel. I ultimately found it to be very silly. 

But I think they were going for this dramatic sci-fi movie, film score to create this very 
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deep connection and epic emotion. It felt like a lot. Maybe it’s because the whole time I 

knew I was watching an ad. I was like, “Why is GE putting me through this?” 

Is that how you would describe the whole mood? 

I would describe the intended vibe as movie, epic. I would describe my feeling of it as 

probably too much. 

What do you think is too much about it? 

Pretty much right away. When the music started, it felt so clear to me in a way that the 

other ads I feel like were effective in getting across this tone they were trying to set, this 

one felt more forced, a little more artificial. That was my experience with it. To me it felt 

pandering. 

What message do you think this ad was trying to convey? 

I do have to say, and I saw at the very beginning, this is an insurance ad, and then … I get 

that they were talking about the future of medical technology. I’m waiting for the shoe to 

drop, when are they going to talk about insurance? Honestly I feel like this would be a 

more effective ad if Copeland Microclinic were a real place. Like this should be a 

hospital ad. I think they were effective in saying their mission at the very end. I guess in 

that sense I picked up what they were putting down. 

What do you think GE was trying to accomplish with this music? 

I think they were trying to accomplish, “We are a company of the future. All these big, 

grand dreams you’ve had, we dream those dreams with you, and we can help make those 

dreams a reality.” 

Did you experience any story or journey? 
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Yes, absolutely, I feel like the story was very frontal. I did, and honestly I feel like if it 

were just a short film and not an insurance ad, pretty good. I’m also glad too that they 

were like, GE at the very beginning. It sort of bothers me when you’re watching 

something and then you see the company at the very end, so then I am just left with the 

impression of, “What?” So I appreciate that they were like, “This is a GE ad” at the very 

beginning. 

Do you think the music and ad fit well with the message? 

I mean yeah, I guess so, with what they were trying to put together. I think ultimately, the 

package they put together all felt cohesive. It just was not an effective ad for me. I don’t 

think the music took away from the overall package. It’s the overall package more so that 

I had issues with. 

What genre of music best suits this ad? 

I think the music, for what they were trying to go for, that music was most effective. I 

think though, ultimately, a more effective ad, at least in my opinion for an insurance 

agency, would be closer to the music we heard for Delta. I think it’s a more effective 

thing for an insurance company to say, “You are safe with us” than “We are going to be a 

sci-fi place in 10 years, and we’re on the forefront of that.” 

How do you think the music sets the pace? 

Well it did let me know right away I wasn’t going to like this ad. But right away, that 

string pulsing, it is so action-sci-fi-movie. Right away, I’m like, “Oh, I get this.” You’re 

going to see a montage of oceans crashing, a skyline, cars rushing by, you might even see 

criminals getting beat up. If we’re lucky, we might even see a microorganism for just a 

second. 
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Did you notice any changes in the music? 

No, I didn’t. I mean … yes, to a certain degree. I think I noticed that there were changes 

in the music, the most obvious when it music cuts out at the very beginning for the sound 

of the alarm sound when it flashes forward to the future. Otherwise, I didn’t really notice 

any changes. It’s the only, in hindsight … well there must have been because the scene 

changed a few times. It cut me off more in the story, so I wasn’t focused on the music. 

Why do you think this music was selected? 

They wanted that epic feel. It was a short film. I think they wanted it to feel that way. I 

think they wanted it to probably feel bigger and grander than just an ad. 

Do you think this ad/music had any subconscious effects on you? 

No. I’m not sure it did because I did not feel drawn in enough to the story for the music 

to have had any kind of emotional impact in guiding me through the story, and because 

they sort of clocked it right away, I felt like I was on guard. So maybe that. I felt on guard 

right away. 

Does this ad fall into the background for you? 

It’s got to be background because it’s fucking five minutes long! I felt myself tuning out. 

I almost reached for my phone. I think the intention is probably for it to be more in the 

forefront, but because I felt it was ineffective, I was tuning out, which I guess made it 

more background for me. 

Consumer #2 

ADVERTISEMENT 1 (WENDY’S): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

It was a jingle written specifically for that product. It’s pretty over-the-top and funny. The 

music itself cut in and out with dialogue and all that. 
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How would you describe the overall mood of this ad? 

It’s pretty silly and over-the-top. 

What message do you think this ad’s trying to convey? 

I think it’s just trying to advertise the burger. It’s upbeat, trying to lure you in … “Have 

fun if you enjoy this product” and be very personable in that way. 

What is Wendy’s trying to accomplish with this music? 

Probably try to get the song stuck in your head so you keep thinking about it. Probably 

convey that as fun-loving and hip and all that stuff. 

Do you think the music and ad fit well with the message? 

Yeah, I think they had a vision they were going for. There were lots of high-fiving and 

visual effects with loud music and guitars. 

How does the music set the pace? 

It’s quick. The way the music cut in and out makes it feel very scattershot and a little bit 

unpredictable. 

Were there any changes in the music that you noticed? 

It was over Zoom and that’s always interesting. But like I said, it would cut out and let 

people talk and then some people’s talking would turn into the song. 

Why do you think this music was chosen? 

I think it was written for it, so I think it was written with the intention of writing a jingle 

that has a vibe and gets stuck in your head when you hear it or see it on TV or something. 

Keep things upbeat and light. It’s food, right? It’s not a somber thing they’re trying to 

sell. They’re just trying to sell you fast food. 

Does this ad fall into the background? 
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No, that’s a foreground ad. It’s totally going to take up your attention visually and 

sonically. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 2 (DELTA FAUCET): 

How would you describe the music being played in that ad? 

Somewhere between upbeat and mellow. It was optimistic I think and kind of calming-

ish. 

Would you describe the feeling as “optimistic” too? 

Yes. 

What’s the message of this? 

They have this new innovation in mask technology and primed to appeal to people both 

with that kind of mask and there seems to be an element of general optimism, like “We’re 

all going to get through this together.” One of those kinds of tones. 

What was Delta Faucet trying to achieve through this music? 

It’s a scary subject for a lot of people. I’m in Utah, and unfortunately the whole thing is 

pretty polarizing and politicized, so I think they’re trying to lighten the subject a little bit 

and make it seem more manageable for people. 

Did you experience any kind of story while you were watching this? 

Yeah, a little bit of a story how they came up with the … “Everyone hates wearing these 

things, so we want to make them more comfortable.” 

Do you think the music and ad fit with the message? 

Yes. 

How does the music set the pace of this? 
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It’s all the major harmonies, the sparkling keyboards, the electronic drums, the fast pace. 

It generally has that smiley, electronic chilled-out vibe to it with, going along with the 

optimism, going along with the sense of achievement and accomplishment and 

soothingness. 

Did you notice any changes in the music? 

Yeah, it was kind of interesting because it was building up and then it flipped to the 

screen in the factory making the things instead of like … climaxing or going to a new 

section, come back and got a little more groovy and chilled-out as the speech started 

talking more. 

Why do you think this music was selected? 

Because it’s light but not placid. It does have a little bit of a groove. It does have a little 

bit of a drive. It’s happy-sounding. They’re trying to keep the atmosphere light and not 

the doom and gloom of the pandemic.  

Is there anything you found particularly effective about this music? 

I definitely didn’t dis-enjoy it. It had a nice little melody and the drum sounds were fine 

and nice. 

Did this ad fall into the background for you? 

Probably more than the other one because the music didn’t have rapid shifts and cuts, and 

the voice was pretty soothing, so a little more. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 3 (GE HEALTHCARE): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 
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There were two different parts. In the first it was all the orchestral sounds, and in the 

second half was all the electronics. Both were pretty major harmonies, pretty moving, lots 

of arpeggios and stuff. Grandiose and bright. 

Is that how would you describe the overall feeling of the ad too? 

Yeah, it was definitely trying to be like, “Look at us. How innovative we are and all this 

stuff we’re going to do and the bright, bright future.” 

What was GE trying to accomplish with this music? 

A sense of importance with the work they’re doing. 

Did you experience a story or journey? 

Yeah, there was a pretty intense story. 

Do you think the music and ad fit the message? 

Yeah, I mean the message itself was pretty upsetting but they were synchronous. 

How do you think the music sets the pace? 

It doesn’t go anywhere. It just feels like rocking arpeggios and harmonies and stuff. It has 

this perpetual motion like it’s always building to something. 

Were those builds some of the changes you were noticing? 

Yeah, there was the one huge change. There was the weird intro to the ad with the 

orchestral sounds, and the second half of the ad had more synthesized sounds. 

Why do you think this music was picked? 

It has a grandiosity and sense of power. It has that looking-at-the-whole-world, the 

importance of it, envisioning the future, really epic quality to the music I think they were 

going for. 

Is that something you found effective about the music? 
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The music wasn’t super standout. Compared to the others it seemed more background, 

but I think it worked. It was movie, melodramatic music for a pretty movie, melodramatic 

ad. 

Does this ad fall into the background? 

Sonically, it definitely falls into the background. If you start paying attention, it does not 

because it’s kind of twisted. I felt like I was watching something kind of strange, so it 

hooked me in that regard? 

Even if the music falls in the background, do you think the music is good for the ad? 

Yeah, it’s got the Philip Glass-y epicness to it that I think works kind of well. 

Consumer #3 
 
ADVERTISEMENT 1 (WENDY’S): 

How would you describe the music in this ad? 

Really aggressive. I felt like it came off too strong. It almost felt like it should have been 

used for a race car advertisement. 

How did the music make you feel? 

I wouldn’t necessarily buy their product based on the music alone, but it wasn’t 

something I’d be interested in. It just felt way too aggressive. 

Does it conjure any emotion for you? 

Excitement. I felt like it would amp somebody up. 

How would you describe the overall mood of the ad? 

It was high-energy. I was getting major ‘80s vibes. It just felt like two friends hanging 

out, having fun. 

What message do you think this ad is trying to convey? 
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That they’ve made the junior burger giant. They’re really emphasizing “giant.” 

What do you think Wendy’s was trying to accomplish through this music? 

Probably to catch people’s attention and keep them focused on the ad the entire time. 

Do you think the music fits well with the ad? 

I think with what they were trying to do, yes. It’s almost like when you’re reading a 

comic book and things are popping out and it said “giant” and that music went with it. 

What genre best suits this ad? 

Rock. 

How does the music set the pace? 

Right off the very beginning it was very fast-paced. It was in your face right off the bat. 

Did you notice any changes in the music as the ad went along? 

The beginning was build-up. That’s why it felt like I was watching a race car 

advertisement. It felt like they were really building up to get somewhere, and it was high 

energy the entire time after that. 

Why do you think this music was picked? 

To keep people engaged because it never slowed down. It keeps your attention the entire 

time for the ad. 

Do you think this ad had any subconscious effects on you? 

No. 

What do you think this music says about Wendy’s? 

That they’re fun. It really came off as fun. Their brand is trying to have fun and they’re 

trying to convey that. 

Did you find anything particularly effective about this music? 
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It really emphasized that “giant.” That was effective. 

Does this ad fall into the background? 

 

I would say it would fall into the background if I were watching a show and there were 

other commercials on just because there are so many fast food commercials. 

Is this ad still effective in the background? 

Yeah, you would hear it, especially if it were background noise and you were in the 

kitchen doing something and you hear it on the TV, you’d know it’s the Wendy’s 

commercial. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 2 (DELTA FAUCET): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

I got a techno vibe. It’s very electronic. 

How did the music make you feel? 

It was also kind of peppy, but it kept my attention just because the beat … I think it went 

well with the actual product they were advertising just because it’s innovative and it’s 

new. It’s something that they’re trying to sell to people especially during the pandemic, 

so the techno music kind of went well with it. 

Does this music conjure any emotion? 

No, I wouldn’t say it conjures any emotion. It makes you think. I wear my mask 

everywhere, but I haven’t had any issues where I would need the clip in the back. I feel 

like it would be more beneficial for someone who’s in a professional workplace or has to 

wear it 24/7. But it didn’t do anything. 
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How would you describe the general feeling of the ad? 

Informative. They were showing how to use it, how to put the straps on it, and it kept my 

attention. 

What message do you think the ad is trying to communicate? 

I think the ad is just trying to convey that it can be comfortable to wear your mask, and 

they’re encouraging mask usage. People coming up with new ways to wear masks and 

make it easier is effective. More people are going to buy their product and more of their 

masks more often. 

Through using this music, what do you think Delta Faucet was trying to achieve? 

Keeping it light. There are no lyrics. They want you to focus on the message and read the 

screen. 

Did you experience any kind of story or journey while watching this? 

It felt like, especially with the infographics or the way they set it up, like a conveyor-belt-

like process at the beginning, so I think it fit. 

So you think the music fits well with the ad then? 

Yes. 

What genre of music best suits this ad? 

I would definitely put it in the techno genre. 

How does the music set the pace? 

It felt like a kind of a process. I’d say, compared to the first ad, it’s not going to keep my 

attention as much. If I heard that in the background, I wouldn’t think much of it. 

Did you notice any changes in the music while the ad was playing? 

I didn’t on this one. 
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Why do you think this music was chosen? 

I think it was supposed to be something subtle in the background to focus on the message 

at hand. 

Did this ad have any subconscious effects on you? 

No. 

What do you think this music says about Delta Faucet? 

That they’re serious about what they’re advertising because they didn’t pick a song that 

would make people want to listen to just that. They picked something that people would 

focus on their message? 

Is there anything you found particularly effective about this music? 

I think because it was so subtle in the background that it was effective in what they’re 

trying to market. You’re not so much sitting there trying to think about, “what is this 

song?” I’m one of those people with my Shazam app and if I hear a commercial with a 

good song, I’m trying to figure out what it is. But with that, I’m actually watching the 

commercial, not trying to find out what the song is. 

Does this ad fall into the background for you? 

Yes. 

Do you think it’s still effective in the background? 

I think it depends on who’s watching. I think for anyone that’s younger it’s going to fall 

in the background. Compared to the first one, I think that would never fall into the 

background for anyone regardless of age, but this one, I feel like, if you’re a little bit 

older, you’ll pay attention. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 3 (GE HEALTHCARE): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

In the beginning, before it went into her story, it was nice. It was kind of classical, and 

then after her story began, I felt like I was listening to elevator music. 

How did this music make you feel? 

Relaxed from the very beginning and then I could focus on her story. 

Did this music conjure any emotion for you? 

I don’t think the music did. I think the actual story was what was causing any type of 

emotion. 

How would you describe the general feeling of this ad? 

I guess it would be inspiring. But I feel like … looking into the future and what 

technology could become. 

What was the message you think this ad was trying to convey? 

That GE is coming up with something … I don’t know. It was a little far-fetched for me, 

especially by 2030. That they’re trying to come up with new and innovative ways in 

healthcare. They’re working on something, but I hope it doesn’t come out that soon. 

What do you think GE was trying to accomplish through using this music? 

To tell a story. I think the way that the music followed the story helped keep you 

engaged. I’d say it was elevator music, but it was very soft, and when she’s finding out 

she has cancer, it wasn’t super sad. It was still keeping a nice pace and kept the story 

moving forward. 

Did you experience any kind of story or journey? 

Yeah, I would say yeah. 
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Do you think the music and the ad fit well together? 

Yeah, this music fit really well. 

What genre of music would best suit this ad? 

In the beginning I was like, “Oh, this is kind of classical” and we had the piano. I don’t 

know about the second genre just because … I wouldn’t say smooth jazz, but it was 

something that you’d just put in the background in a doctor’s office while you’re waiting 

or something. It’s almost like the music on hold when you’re on a phone call. 

How did the music set the pace of the ad? 

I think it kept it going. It kept it on track. It didn’t slow down ever. It kept it moving 

because it’s a long ad, but it didn’t feel that long with the music keeping it going. 

Did you notice any changes in the music as it went along? 

Just the one time at the beginning when it transitioned when her story started. 

Why do you think this music was selected? 

I think because it was such a long ad, they needed something that wasn’t obviously 

upbeat because they’re telling a story, but they couldn’t have anything slow. If you would 

have kept the classical music going into the second half of the ad, it would have been way 

too slow. 

Do you think this ad had any subconscious effects on you? 

I think so. It gets you thinking about new technology, and you’re watching someone 

else’s story, and it’s personal for some people. 

What kind of effect does this music have on your perception of GE Healthcare? 

I mean, I don’t know much about GE or anything they do when it comes to healthcare, 

but for me I guess I now think of them as someone who’s working hard to find new 
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technologies and new things. I kind of have an idea of what they’re doing and what 

they’re looking at for the future. 

Is there anything you found particularly effective about this music? 

I would say the pace. That was the most effective thing just because you don’t realize that 

it’s almost been six minutes. I didn’t realize it until the end. I’m like, well,  

“I’m watching a story, and I’m engaged in that way.” 

Does this ad fall into the background for you? 

No. I think because it is telling a story, you have to stay engaged the entire time to figure 

out what’s going to happen at the end, so I would watch it. But like I said, if I were in 

another room and I heard this, I’d be like, “Why is this ad so long?” and maybe that 

would draw me to come look at it and be like, “What’s going on?” but I would say no, it 

wouldn’t be background. 

Consumer #4 

ADVERTISEMENT 1 (WENDY’S): 

How would you describe the music being played in that ad? 

Sort of ‘80s hair metal, in that kind of vein. 

How would you describe the overall mood of this ad? 

It’s trying to, with the VHS effect, aid some late ‘80s, early ‘90s nostalgia, but also 

having that millennial irony. It tries to have both of those things there. That Gen X 

detachment with that millennial irony. 

What’s the message of this ad? 

It’s trying to say, “Hey millennials! Buy our food, please! We’re just like you! We can 

relate with you, so buy our food!” 
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What was Wendy’s trying to accomplish through this music? 

I think they were going for that ‘80s hair metal sound, like trying to tap into some 

nostalgia because that kind of voice and that kind of music, that’s the stuff you heard in 

all of the toy commercials back in the day, so that’s something to bring you back to that 

mood when you were a kid somewhat. Maybe not actively trying to be like, “Hey, this is 

what you should do,” but definitely trying to have those same feelings that lure you in a 

little bit with, “Hey, that’s the music I heard as a kid!” 

Do you think the ad/music fit well with the message? 

Yeah, I think the toy commercials and McDonald’s commercials were trying to sell you 

something sugary sweet or a quick rush, so I’d say yeah. 

How do you think the music sets the pace? 

It’s obviously trying to be energetic. It’s loud and fast, so it’s trying to draw you in 

quickly. It’s not something that’s hiding in the background per se. It’s like, “Hey, I’m 

here to draw you in a little bit and keep all of your senses satisfied.” 

Why do you think this music was chosen? 

Probably to fit the vibe of the late ‘80s, early ‘90s VHS kind of theme. Also to remind 

you of your childhood of, “Here’s the music you heard as a kid. Now you’re older, so buy 

our food.” 

Does this ad fall into the background? 

Definitely more foreground, something that screams, “We want to go viral with this ad.” 

This isn’t something that you’re watching during a sports game. This one is supposed to 

perk your ears up a little bit and have you pay attention. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 2 (DELTA FAUCET): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

It’s sort of vaguely inspirational. It’s definitely meant to enhance the mood of the ad, but 

compared to the last commercials, this is background music. Not meant to perk your ears 

up, but something that enhances the mood and enhances the vibe of the commercial. 

Is “vaguely inspirational” the overall mood of the ad? 

Yeah, I’d say that’s probably the mood overall of the ad and of the music. 

What’s the message of this? 

“Hey, we understand that for some people, masks are difficult to wear, so here’s this 

product that will help you out with the mask and relieve some of the tension and some of 

the stress with the elastic straps.” 

Through this music, what do you think Delta Faucet was trying to achieve? 

I think they’re being like … It’s definitely the music I hear in a lot of these COVID-

related ads, like, “Hey, we know times are tough, but we’re here to help you out.” It’s 

hard to say how exactly, but the sort of mid-BPM … you’re just walking through your 

day and we’re here to help you out. 

Did you experience any story or journey of any kind? 

A little bit in the ad. The music seemed like a somewhat simplistic loop, but the ad was 

like, “Here’s the process of us coming up with this device to help you with your mask,” 

and the music’s helping drive that story a little bit and drive that progression. 

Do you think the music/ad fit well with the message? 

Yeah, I’d say so. 

What genre of music would best suit this ad? 
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Definitely some kind of EDM or electronic music. Somewhere between EDM and 

ambient, I’d say. 

How do you think the music sets the pace? 

I think it helps with the vibe of the ad, making you feel like … This is the music you’ll 

hear in your head as you’re going about your day, going to the grocery store, going to 

your job, anytime you have to go out in public and wear a mask … drive that everyday 

routine kind of vibe, like “Hey, this is supposed to help you with your new everyday 

routine now with you having to wear a mask out in public.” 

Did you notice any changes in the music while you were watching this? 

I think toward the end there was a fade-out and a little synth hit that was the final note, 

but I don’t think I heard anything besides the standard loop at the beginning. 

Why do you think this music was picked? 

I think the editor was like, “This ad’s supposed to be something sort of inspirational but 

also helps you have the vibe of, this is the routine, this is the day,” so I think it was … 

this music fit the pacing of the script and fit the pacing of what the ad is about. I could 

imagine walking through a grocery store while having that music in my earphones or 

coming out of the grocery store speakers. 

Does this ad fall into the background? 

Yeah, I would say so. I probably wouldn’t pay attention just because most of the COVID-

related ads I see, I just kind of tune out a little bit. So, I would probably tune out the ad. 

Is it still an effective ad if it falls into the background? 

I think for me it’s a little subjective because of my politics, but I think at the same time, 

there are certain people who are like, I don’t wanna say tired, but definitely have been 
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overexposed to these COVID-related ads. This late in the game, they’re probably tuning 

out of a lot of them because they know, “wear your mask, wash your hands,” they know 

the script of all these things. I think for like … There’s probably some people who pay 

attention, but for the most part people would tune out of a little bit. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 3 (GE HEALTHCARE): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

The music was sort of like … It’s vaguely electronic. The first part was very cinematic, 

Hans-Zimmer-like, whereas the later part of the ad was subtly electronic and ambient, 

basically like a more boring version of a Trent Reznor and Atticus Ross thing. 

How does this music/ad conjure emotion? 

It helps bring in the vibe of “This is the future.” That’s the sound it’s going for with the 

synth drops like, “Hey this is 2030.” It says like, “This is the future, but not that far into 

the future. This is 10 years from now. There’s going to be a lot of developments, but 

we’re still pretty close to where we’re at right now.” Subtly futuristic is how I would 

describe it. 

How would you describe the overall mood of this ad? 

Somewhere between cheerful … it’s kind of cheerful but also bittersweet maybe. The end 

of the ad was like, “Hey we caught it early; we’ll be all good.” Vaguely hopeful is 

probably how I would describe it. 

Is that the message? 

Yeah, I would say so. Like, as this technology develops, it’s going to help a lot of people. 

What do you think GE was trying to accomplish with this music? 
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Like draws you in like, “Hey, here’s this subtly futuristic music” that helps the vibe of the 

ad. “Hey, this is what the future could look like with our technology, so either keep 

buying our products or keep investing in our products.” 

Did you experience any story or journey while watching this? 

Oh yeah, definitely. 

Do you think the music and the ad fit well with the message? 

I’d say so, yeah. 

What genre of music best suits this ad? 

Best description is probably like, ambient. 

How do you think the music sets the pace? 

The first ad or even the second ad, those two help draw you in pretty quickly. This one 

stays in the background. You’re here more for the story. This is just to help accentuate 

the story beats a little bit. It’s firmly in the background, but enough to help the story out a 

little bit. 

Did you notice any changes in the music? 

Not necessarily. Maybe toward the end, once the good results came back in, maybe there 

was a bit of an uptick. Maybe it went up a couple octaves or something, but for the most 

part, I didn’t notice any changes. 

Why do you think this music was selected? 

Probably to help with the time period of the commercial. Like this is 2030, so let’s have 

some sort of vaguely futuristic, ambient music that has the listener buy in, hey, this is 

2030. This is what 2030’s going to be like. 

Is there anything particularly effective about this music? 
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It definitely helped me buy into the fact that this is the future. This isn’t too far in the 

future, but it’s definitely far enough like, a lot could happen. 

Does this ad fall into the background? 

I think just because of its length, it is more in the foreground. I think when you make an 

ad this long, this is definitely something that like … I’m a mass comm major. This is 

probably something they will show in mass comm classes in the future. 

Consumer #5 

ADVERTISEMENT 1 (WENDY’S): 

How would you describe the music being played in that ad? 

It was aggressive, I guess. The music was repetitive. It was catchy though. It will 

probably be stuck in my head for the rest of the day. 

How does that music make you feel? 

I thought it was kind of funny. It made me laugh. It was kind of corny. It was nostalgic, 

too, I guess. The whole vibe of the commercial was. 

Is that how you would describe the general feeling, as well? 

Yeah, kind of nostalgic. I don’t think I’m old enough to have seen commercials that 

looked like that, but that’s how I imagine that’s what commercials looked like in the mid-

90s or so. 

What message do you think this is trying to convey? 

Excitement. Like, “look at this exciting new product.” Something with nostalgia, it’s the 

general vibe of the commercial. 

Do you think the music and the ad fit well with each other? 

I think so, yeah. 
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What genre do you think would best suit an ad like this? 

I guess like, from the look and clothes they’re wearing, 90s or 80s pop or something like 

that. But the music they used seemed more like rock music or kind of rock-ish. 

How does the music set the pace of this? 

It’s pretty fast-paced I think. It was pretty consistent. It was pretty entertaining. It was 

pretty engaging I thought. 

What kinds of changes in the music did you notice? 

The part where the guy was talking about cartography and it got kind of sad. It went gray. 

It ebbed and flowed with that. It got sad to be funny and immediately, in a half second, 

got loud and happy again. 

Why do you think the music was picked for this? 

Just because it was attention-grabbing and it was kind of hard to look away. I was smiling 

throughout the whole thing, so that was funny. It’s an interesting and different music 

choice that they used for it. 

Do you think this ad/music had any subconscious effects on your perception of 

Wendy’s? 

It’s probably going to be stuck in my head the rest of the day. And when I think of it I’ll 

probably just think of Wendy’s again. The music’s catchy and aggressive, and it’s just 

going to keep reminding me of, “Oh, I hear that song, that’s a Wendy’s commercial.” 

What kind of effect does this music have on your perception of Wendy’s? 

I’m not really sure. Fun, more exciting than just another fast-food restaurant is how I 

would link the two based on the music. 

Does this ad fall into the background for you? 
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No, if I were just walking around and I had the TV on and heard that, I’d turn and look at 

it and pay attention to it. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 2 (DELTA FAUCET): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

It was more industrial. It sounded like they were making something, but I think the music 

in this one fell more into the background than it did in the other one. It definitely wasn’t a 

main focus, I think, but kind of supplemental. 

How does this music make you feel? 

I don’t know. If I weren’t doing this, I wouldn’t have been paying a whole lot of attention 

to the music. Like I was definitely interested in the products. I’d never seen that before, 

but I don’t think the music had a huge effect on my perception of the ad. 

How would you describe the overall feeling of the ad? 

It was kind of like, “Look at this really interesting thing we’re doing. I bet you’ve never 

seen something like this before. We’re doing it to help you.” Kind of innovative or 

enterprising. 

Do you think that’s what the message is? 

Yes. 

Through the music, what do you think the advertiser was trying to achieve? 

Probably make the ad more exciting to listen to. For just the narration, it’s not super 

engaging, but adding decent music in the background or something upbeat or uptempo, it 

makes it easier to take it in all together. 

Did you experience any kind of story or journey while watching this? 
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I was interested to see what was going to happen, just to see what they were talking 

about. I don’t think I really understood what the product was until I saw the very end of it 

and I saw how they had tied the straps in the back. But I was really interested, like, 

what’s this going to be? How is this tool they made … how are they going to use it? 

Do you think the music and the ad pair well? 

I think so. I felt that it was like, they’re making something, and the music sounded 

industrial. “Industrial” is the only word I can come up with. Like, thinking music. 

Were there any changes in the music that you noticed? 

No, I think this one stayed pretty consistent throughout the whole ad. 

Why do you think the music was chosen for this? 

I think it was chosen just because it’s more entertaining to listen to. I bet they tried a 

bunch of different types of music behind the narration and saw which one got people 

most engaged or got people to pay attention the most. This supplemented it well. It 

wasn’t too in your face, but it definitely didn't just fade into the background. It’s 

something that’s there but not the main focus. 

Do you think this would have any subconscious effects on you? 

Probably not for the music purposes in this one. I don’t think so. 

Is there anything about this music that you found particularly effective? 

No. I think it just worked really well with the rest of the ad and helped tie together the 

whole theme of building and creating something new. It’s definitely not in your face like 

the last one. This one’s meant to blend into the background a bit more. 

This falls into the background for you then? 

Yes. 
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Do you think this is still an effective ad if it falls into the background? 

I think so, yeah. I’m really interested in this product. I don’t know if it’s something I 

would use because it doesn’t bother me having the straps behind my ear. But I knew if 

someone told me, “I don’t like the way it irritates the back of my ear,” I would probably 

think about this ad. 

After watching this, how do you feel about Delta Faucet? 

I think they’re pretty forward-thinking, enterprising, innovative. Yeah, definitely a 

forward-thinking company. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 3 (GE HEALTHCARE): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

Kind of futuristic, I guess, because it takes place 10 years in the future. Depending on 

what was happening, it was either more uptempo or a little more down. 

How did this music make you feel? 

I thought it was pretty engaging. It kept me really interested in what was happening. It 

supplemented what was being portrayed on the screen pretty well I thought. It was never 

too intrusive. 

How do you think the music and the ad conjure emotion? 

At the beginning it was more subdued because they were showing you what was 

happening with all of her technology. When she was getting all the bad news and going 

through the tests, it was more down. It reminded me of Black Mirror. When she found 

out she’d probably be OK, it was uptempo again. I thought it played pretty well into how 

you’re supposed to feel as the ad goes through. 
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How would you describe the overall feeling of the ad? 

It was really showy, like, “Look at what we’re going to be able to do … an ideal situation 

… look at how we’re going to be able to help you, how easy it is to help you.” 

Do you think that’s the message they were trying to convey? 

Yeah, like just showing off how easy it’s going to be to help people in the next 10 years. I 

couldn’t tell if they were selling anything, but definitely like, “Watch out for us and pay 

attention or invest in us early.” 

What do you think GE Healthcare is trying to accomplish through using this music? 

I got a feeling of like, “This could be your mother. This could be someone you know or 

someone you’re related to.” People don’t self-check themselves like that every day. 

Maybe this is an easy way for you to check up on yourself and check up on your health 

and catch things early. You can be around your loved ones more often. 

Did you experience any kind of story or journey while you were watching this? 

Yeah, for sure. I think this one definitely more than the other two. This one definitely had 

more clear peaks and valleys and definitely wanted you to feel a certain way throughout 

the meat of the ad. At the beginning and the end were more calm or happy. 

Do you think the music and the ad complemented each other well? 

Yeah, I think so. It did a good job being kind of futuristic and also being happy or sad 

when it needed to be. 

What genre of music would best suit this ad? 

For the purposes of it, something more electro or electronic or something more synth-

poppy. 

How does the music set the pace? 
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It was never super fast. It only got slow when she started receiving the bad news. That’s 

how many people feel when they get news like that. Things just kind of slow down. For 

most of it, it was pretty medium-paced I thought. It never got too excited or too uptempo. 

It kept it calm-paced throughout. 

Did you notice any changes in the music as the ad was going on? 

Yeah, once the 97% global data or something showed up, it started getting happier. The 

music sped up a bit. The music helped the viewer realize she’s going to be OK because 

we caught this early. Also the expression on her face. 

Why do you think this music was picked? 

I think it conveyed a tone of “this is 10 years from now.” It did not look like any 

technology we have now. You could just jump out of the bed and start talking to someone 

and tell them how to control your house. It definitely conveyed that futuristic tone while 

also maintaining, “oh, this is happy right now. Oh it can get sad a little bit and using 

different speeds.” But I don’t think it ever got loud or intrusive. It never became the main 

focus of what was happening. 

Do you think the ad/music had any subconscious effects? 

Yeah, I think so, especially during it. This one, especially more than the other two ads, 

really dictated how you’re supposed to feel while watching it. 

What do you think this music says about GE Healthcare? 

I think it’s saying that, “We may not have all of this right now, but we’re working on it. 

10 years is a long time from now, but it kind of isn’t. If you start investing in us now, 

these are the kinds of things you can expect to see in the future to help you out and help 

people you care about.” 
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Does this fall into the background for you? 

I think so, like, less so. I’m not really sure what the right word is. It was there, and it was 

definitely something I noticed, but it supplemented the mood really well and kind of 

helped push along the story pretty well I thought. 

Even though it falls into the background, do you think this is still effective? 

Yeah, exactly. 

Consumer #6 

ADVERTISEMENT 1 (WENDY’S): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

Bad. A little aggressive and repetitive.  

How did the music make you feel? 

Annoyed honestly. It sounds like something that … if little kids at a daycare or 

elementary school heard, they would just run around the playground screaming those 

same lines, just being super annoying about it. 

How would you describe the mood? 

Aggressive. Just a little aggressive. 

What do you think the message is? 

I think the overall message was just trying to say, “Our product is really great! Here’s a 

song to make you never forget it! Please buy it!” 

What was Wendy’s trying to accomplish with this music? 

I think instead of piquing people’s interest in the ad or the product itself, they were trying 

to create a sound that is catchy and memorable and gets stuck in your head so you’ll think 

about it a lot, even long after you’re away from the ad. Then you’ll go buy their sandwich 

because you’re thinking about it all the time. The main goal was being memorable. 
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Do you think the music/ad fit well with the message? 

Yes, it does fit well with that message. Not a huge fan of the message, but yeah, they 

definitely accomplished their goal, kind of like the $5 foot long. I don’t even know if they 

play that any more, but it got stuck in our heads as kids, and I don’t think we’ll ever 

forget it. Just like the Giant Jr. song, I don’t think we’ll ever get that out of our heads 

now. 

What genre of music would best suit an ad like this? 

Honestly, I feel like, maybe it’s less of a genre and more of a type. I don’t know if theme 

songs or catchphrases are much of a genre. I don’t know much about music 

categorization. If they were going to recreate this in some sort of way with a different 

cheeseburger and come up with a different song, I’d say probably the same direction with 

a catchy jingle. 

How do you think the music sets the pace of the ad? 

The ad would not be the same without the music. I think, if you changed the music, you’d 

basically have to change the entire theme of the video itself and the way the characters 

are behaving, so I think that it does completely set the tone for the ad.  

Did you notice any changes in the music? 

I didn’t notice any changes in the music. A big change that I did notice was that instead 

of being focused on the joke of the ad and the characters talking about, “Oh, wow! How 

cheap! Is the burger bigger than my college debt?” They switched the tone of the ad and 

almost made it seem like a toy where they display everything out piece by piece, and say 

“batteries not included.” That was a funny shift that I noticed just because it catches you 

off-guard and you’re like, “Wait! I thought we were talking about food.” 
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Why do you think the music was picked. Earlier you said it gets stuck in your head. 

Is that why? 

Oh, 100%. I can’t think of another reason they would choose this song. It was a horrible 

song. 

Do you think this ad had any subconscious effects on you? 

Honestly, yeah, for sure. I’ve never heard of the Giant Jr. before today and probably will 

think of Wendy’s and will be like, “Oh, they have that one sandwich, the Giant Jr.” I 

don’t really go to Wendy’s very often, but when I do, I usually think, “Oh, Wendy’s has a 

Baconator.” I remember seeing a lot of ads for that throughout the years, and now this is 

something I’ll remember them for, even if they don’t have it anymore. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 2 (DELTA FAUCET): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

Not overpowering at all. It was almost like background music. It just served to be a 

positive, fun, and upbeat gap-filler in between the spaces of the talking. 

How did the music make you feel? 

Positive. It was very enjoyable without being in your face. It wasn’t particularly 

emotionally provocative, but it went well with the video as a whole in maintaining the 

theme of positivity. 

Would you say that’s the general feeling of this? 

Yeah, positivity and unity. 

What do you think the message was? 
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I think the main message was trying to say … Honestly it felt less like an ad, and more to 

me like a positive and unifying message of “This is the situation we’re in. Here is a way 

we’ve innovated to make everybody’s lives just a little bit better.” I know that is a 

method to selling your product, but I think the overall message was less about the product 

itself and more about the inspiration behind it. 

Through using this music, what do you think Delta Faucet was trying to 

accomplish? 

I think they were just trying to make their products leave a message in people’s minds of, 

“This is a good, positive thing.” It almost makes their products seem like a symbol of 

unity, innovation, and inspiration in a time when things are so negative. I think they were 

trying to create a stark contrast between the times, their product, and their message. 

Did you experience any kind of story or journey? 

A little bit, yeah. They kind of walked the viewer through the process more or less of 

how their product came to be, and I think the animation that went along with it reinforced 

that message. They talked about why their product is needed, how they developed their 

product, and then how it can be used and how it will benefit people’s lives, and that in 

itself is kind of a journey. 

Do you think the music/ad fit well with the message? 

I do, yeah. 

What genre best suits this music? 

Non-lyrical, kind of beats. I wouldn’t say anything like pop, country, or hip-hop, almost 

general elevator music. 

How does the music set the pace of this ad? 
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In my opinion, it didn’t really set the pace. I think it just served to reinforce it. I think the 

pace was set by the animation and the words. The music just reinforced it. I think it 

would have had the same pace with a different song or a similar type, or maybe no song 

at all, but it would’ve been a little bit awkwardly quiet. 

Did you notice any changes in the music? 

No, honestly I was so focused on the ad itself I didn’t really notice a pattern in the music 

until toward the end. 

Why was this music selected? 

I think because it’s positive and upbeat. It’s not overpowering. It’s not annoying. It’s not 

something that, if you hear this ad a thousand times, as soon as the jingle chimes in … 

Do you think this ad/music had any subconscious effects on you? 

A little bit yeah, honestly. Advertising … it works. 

What kind of effect does this music have on your perception of Delta Faucet as a 

brand? 

It definitely makes me perceive Delta Faucet as a kind of start-up based on the ad. A 

company that values positivity and inspiration and unity and innovation. I would say 

those four. 

Is there anything you found particularly effective about this music? 

That it wasn’t overpowering and maintained the upbeat nature of the ad. The fact that it 

wasn’t overpowering was its gift. It’s there but not too much. 

So it’s more in the background for you, but still effective? 

Yeah. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 3 (GE HEALTHCARE): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

It was intermittent. It felt like there were some times where there was no music at all. I 

think it was provocative in a way of emotions, all throughout, throughout all of its 

changes it always kind of served an emotional purpose. 

How do you think the music conjures emotion? 

The ad itself definitely showed so many things that are emotional. I think seeing the 

possibilities of future technologies is a whole thing and then the incorporation of breast 

cancer and health care is inherently emotional plus having a daughter and a 

granddaughter and speaking to your future lineage. The music itself started out kind of … 

it sounded like violins or some sort of orchestra in the beginning. I don’t know if most 

people feel this way, but for me, when I hear strings, I automatically perk up, tune in a 

little closer. It’s kind of an emotional music point in a lot of ways. Then again it was non-

lyrical, not too overpowering but a little stronger than the last ad. The strength was in its 

overall pattern of pace and tone, and it changed in the video based on what was 

happening, but it matched the emotion and amplified it a little more. 

How would you describe the overall feeling of this ad? 

I think it was trying to be emotional, hopeful, and a little inspirational. 

Do you think that’s the message, too? 

I think the message was, “Look at our company and the possibilities of the future, and 

how that could impact your life in the most intimate ways.” 

What do you think GE was trying to achieve with this music? 

Pull out people’s emotions and amplify the emotions of the ad itself. 
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Did you experience a story or journey? 

Yeah, absolutely. 

Do you think the music/ad fit well with the message? 

Yeah, I think so. I don’t think there were any times when the music didn’t match the 

mood. 

How does the music set the pace of the ad? 

Honestly, as soon as you hit play and I heard those strings, the ad itself hadn’t even 

started, but that’s what I noticed. I feel like usually when you hear an intro like that in an 

ad, you know it’s an ad that’s going to be a little bit longer and a little bit more powerful. 

That set the tone for that. 

Were there any changes in the music that you noticed? 

Oh yeah. First the transition from strings to … I don’t know how they make those sounds, 

but whatever the different sounds were. Even toward the beginning there were some 

points when the music stopped and it was just the moment and conversation we were 

hearing. 

Why do you think the music was chosen? 

I think it was chosen because it has a strong ability to make you feel things. 

Do you think this ad/music had any subconscious effects on you? 

A little bit. You know how whenever you’re watching a movie, and a scary part’s about 

to happen and the music keeps getting higher and higher, and you’re in anticipation. The 

way that works applies to this, as well. There was no anticipation, but the music alone 

tells your subconscious that this video is supposed to be powerful and it’s supposed to 
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make you feel things. Even if the concept itself isn’t particularly emotional to you, the 

music cues you to be emotional. 

What kind of effect does this music have on your perception of GE? 

I guess it gives the perception that they have a lot of money available to make an ad like 

this and then that they want to be perceived as a strong role in the future of technology 

and health care. 

Does this ad fall into the background for you? 

I would say if I saw this on TV, it would be in the foreground. I think that this is 

something that, maybe because I’m in health care, but it’s definitely something that I 

would talk to people about. 

Consumer #7 

ADVERTISEMENT 1 (WENDY’S): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

I think definitely unexpected compared to normal fast-food and just commercial 

advertisements. Definitely very hitting and punchy almost, like I really liked it in how it 

sort of reflected the aesthetic of the entire ad being retro. I really enjoyed it. 

How would you describe the general feeling of this ad? 

Yeah, definitely appealing to, I guess vintage, nostalgic while also being very comedic. I 

think it reaches the audience that grew up in the ‘80s but also our age group liking that 

nostalgic feel of advertisements. The duality of that served it really well. 

What’s the message you think this ad was trying to convey? 
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I think it makes the product cool in a way, even though it’s a cheeseburger. It’s a cool, 

fun way of thinking about it. It’s very different from normal fast-food advertisements, so 

I think it’s trying to make you think of it in a different way of being cool, fun, and retro. 

Through using this music, what do you think Wendy’s was trying to accomplish? 

I think definitely grabbing your attention. When that music comes on the television, 

you’re immediately like, “What is happening? What is this ad for?” I think definitely just 

grabbing your attention with something different not used that often in advertisements, 

and it definitely wants you to think of Wendy’s as a fun, alternative brand. 

Does this fall into the background for you? 

No. It grabs your attention with the music and combined with … if you were walking 

past your television and heard that, and once you actually see the graphics, that double 

hits and definitely makes you pay attention to it rather than just a regular fast-food 

advertisement. 

Do you think the music and the ad pair well? 

Yeah, I think so. I think they’re definitely … That sort of music is associated with the 

‘80s, and the whole grainy effect on the actual commercial, all of those really 

incorporated well together and made a really good ad in my opinion. 

How do you think the music sets the pace? 

It speeds up the momentum. It had a story arc in a way of you following along the 

characters. It just really reflected the characters and what they said but also the style of 

the ad. 

What was that story arc that you’re describing? 
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The introduction of the characters as funny guys introducing you to the product, but also 

that little zoom-in of the character’s face was a really comedic moment. I think that was 

the peak of the ad and then the end was, “Here is our final product. Here is what we’re 

selling. Go and get it.” It had a very regular arc of an ad, but also interesting things added 

in. 

Did you notice any changes in the music as the ad went along? 

It cut out and sped up and slowed down and then at the end had that ding of all of the 

ingredients, so I think there’s enough changes in the music for you to not feel like it was 

stagnant the whole entire time. I think the sound mixing and the differentiating style and 

sound of the music throughout kept you watching it. 

Why do you think this music was selected? 

It reflects the style of the ad really well and marries the idea of it being retro, and it’s very 

attention-grabbing and not usually what you see in ads, so I think they wanted to do 

something different while also appealing to a large amount of consumers. You could 

easily say, “Hey, did you see that crazy commercial that had rock music in it for 

Wendy’s?” and people would know what you’re talking about. I think it’s easy to pick 

out among a group of advertisements, and it’s really easy to remember. 

Did you find anything particularly effective about this music? 

I think it’s just really punchy and fun. It serves the purpose really well, and it’s different. 

I think that’s what I mostly liked about it. It’s not just your normal advertisement music 

that fades into the background. It really demanded your attention, so I really liked that. 

Did this ad have any subconscious effects on you? 
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Yeah, definitely nostalgia is a really popular thing for advertisements to use because it’s 

subliminal messaging that’s trying to make you think of that era and time. Especially if 

you’re an older consumer, it brings you back to your childhood. But for me it’s just an 

era I really like, so I just see that ad and I think it’s fun and cool like the ‘80s. That 

aesthetic is really cool. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 2 (DELTA FAUCET): 

How would you describe the music being played in that ad? 

Definitely more modern, sort of like, not like techno, but definitely more electric and 

poppy, sort of what you would assume an advertisement would have in the background 

while still being interesting. 

How would you describe the overall feeling of this ad? 

Clean, modern. I think the graphics and design was really nice, but definitely more what 

you would expect from a “normal” ad while still serving the purpose of a company and 

the graphics really well. 

What message do you think Delta Faucet was trying to convey? 

That they’re advancing and adapting to the times, and they really want to show 

consumers that they’re utilizing their products and what they can do for the greater good 

and the greater public, so I think that’s really cool. 

What do you think they’re trying to achieve through this music? 

I think it’s really modern. It’s different while still being a normal sort of thing. It isn’t as 

captivating as the first, but I think it still is interesting and sort of poppy if that makes any 
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sense. I think it’s good music, but I think it just fades more into the back while still being 

engaging. 

So this does fall into the background for you? 

A little bit more just because it doesn’t have as grand of an effect as the first, but it’s still 

interesting and still cool. 

So you think it’s still an effective ad? 

Yeah. I think the dynamic between the graphics and that, it still is very clean and modern 

but it’s not as crazy or wacky as the first. 

Did you experience any kind of story or journey while you were watching this? 

Yeah. It had a difference. It didn’t remain the same the whole entire time. The music sort 

of changed, and the graphics taking you through the design of the product. I think they 

played together really well, but it just wasn’t as standout as the first was. 

Do the music and ad pair well? 

Yeah. They serve each other really well when you get the idea that they’re adaptable and 

modern and ever-changing with what the public needs from, which are face masks and 

ways to adapt it to be better for everybody. 

What genre of music best suits this ad? 

I described this as techno, but it’s not really. I think something that’s pop and not 

incredibly alternative that appeals to everybody that sees it of all ages and demographics. 

Just something popular that’s not really crazy out there. 

How does this music set the pace? 

It drives the telling of what the company is doing. I didn’t notice that it got any quicker, 

but I did notice that it changed throughout with the introduction of different steps of the 
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process, so I think it played really well to the telling of each individual step and the pace 

of the product changing. 

So you did notice some changes in the music? 

Yeah. 

Why do you think this music was picked? 

It appeals to everybody. It’s not overcomplicating the ad or overpowering the story of the 

new product, so I think they chose it because it paced along with the steps and the telling 

of the product really well while not confusing the audience or overtaking that because 

they did have a graphic where you had to pay attention to follow along, so they didn’t 

want the music to be the main focal point, so I think it served the ad really well without 

overcomplicating it. 

Do you think this ad had any subconscious effects on you? 

Besides me being like, “Oh, cool, I didn’t know they were creating face masks,” I don’t 

think the music had any effect on me not in the same way that the first one did. 

Is there anything you found specifically effective about this music? 

Not really. I don’t think it was really standout in any way. It just merged really well with 

the visuals, so I don’t think it was really that notable. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 3 (GE HEALTHCARE): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

Really emotional and hitting at the heartstrings in being almost movie-like music. I 

associated it with music I hear in trailers for movies. Those points of flourishes of keys of 

piano and those elements are really emotional and try to keep you along with the story. 
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How does this ad/music conjure emotion? 

I think along with the visuals that you’re experiencing, it’s somber at times but also 

uplifting, so it has at times that gradient of emotion when it gets heightened or flourishes 

with the piano or the different points of the tone. I think it’s really great in how it changes 

with the different elements of the story. 

How would you describe the general feeling of this ad? 

It definitely takes you on a journey. I think the storytelling aspect of it is really strong, 

but it’s an emotional story that a lot of people can relate to if you’ve had illness in your 

family. I think the music being emotional … it’s still very uplifting, so you get the hope 

aspect of the story a lot of the times watching this, which is great. 

What do you think the message was that GE was trying to tell? 

I think it does a really great job of tying together at the end that it’s engaging with new 

technologies, but, ultimately, watching this, you just get the idea that it really cares about 

people that are going through health crises and people that are experiencing different 

health issues. So you get the idea that, even if this isn't a thing that exists right now, they 

want it to exist in the future. And the end message really brings it home that they’re 

committed to innovating and bringing along new products that are good for the public. 

Through using this music, what do you think GE is trying to accomplish? 

Definitely tugging at your heartstrings, and you get the idea that, because this is an 

emotional story, they want you to feel emotional along with the music. I think it does a 

great job of mirroring the basis of the ad and what it wants you to feel. GE wants you to 

feel like they really care about your emotions and the people that are going through this, 

so I think it does that really well. 
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Do you think the music and ad fit well? 

Yeah. I think it follows the story really well and the arcs that it has coincide with the arcs 

of the story. I think it is really great and accompanies the story really well. 

What were some of the changes in the music that you noticed? 

When it got to be more of an uptick in the music and had that flourishing toward the end 

and got quicker, I think it got more hopeful. In the instances where she was talking with 

the doctor and doing the self-examination, it slowed down and got more poignant. I think 

it definitely changed along the speed and arc of the storyline. 

Why do you think this music was chosen? 

I think it accompanies the storytelling aspect of this ad. Obviously it is longer-form, so 

the purpose of it is it wants you to watch the whole ad and stick along for the story, so I 

think it’s great it doesn’t overwhelm you at the beginning, but it has changes, and toward 

the end it has that uptick and wants you to notice it a little bit more. But it accompanies 

the story in a great way, and it doesn’t detract from the story at all, so I think that’s the 

purpose they wanted to get with it. It served as an accompaniment that was good and 

matched the energy of the story while not detracting from it. 

Do you think this ad had any subconscious effects on you? 

It definitely was emotional and made me think of my own family members that have 

gone through chemotherapy. It wasn’t incredibly somber music, which I really 

appreciated. It had elements of it that didn’t make you want to cry or curl up in a ball. It 

really was great in the way that GE said, “This is a story of illness, but it is going to get 

better.” And the music was hopeful and happy in parts, which I really appreciated. It’s 

definitely a great thing that GE is like, “This is a thing that happened, but we are going to 
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be able to make it better and we are able to innovate and help out people that are 

experiencing this,” so I think the music accompanied it well. 

Does this ad fall into the background for you? 

The music didn’t really stand out, but, watching it, I probably would have noticed in 

some parts when it changed, but the ad being so long-form, if you were sitting down and 

watching it and committed to watching, I think the music would have been something 

you noticed. 

Consumer #8 

ADVERTISEMENT 1 (WENDY’S): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

On a personal opinion level, it struck me as obnoxious. That was what came to mind. It 

felt like this hard-rock, metal parody type thing. Very masculine. Very rough. 

Is that how you would describe the mood of this ad? 

I think so, yeah. 

What do you think the message of this ad is? 

I don’t know. It seems kind of all over the place. I think the thing they wanted me to take 

away is that it costs $5 because even the guy who’s broke from his cartography degree is 

going to get it. The music doesn’t seem to match up to that in my mind. 

What do you think Wendy’s was trying to accomplish with this music? 

I don’t know. It didn’t really seem like it added to the message of the ad other than just to 

be kind of funny maybe.  

Do you think the music and ad fit well with the message? 
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It seems like there’s a sort of clash there. The music seems a bit branded to go with the 

whole “This is only $5! What a deal!” sort of thing. 

What genre of music best suits this ad? 

I feel like you think something like this and you think a simple pop jingle that’s going to 

get stuck in your head that’s just a few lines. Something like that probably. 

How do you think the music sets the pace? 

It’s fast and it’s kind of frenetic and it’s this sort of whiplash back and forth thing was 

what it gave me. 

Were there any changes you noticed in the music? 

Yeah, the video seemed to cut with the transitions of the music. 

Why do you think this music was selected? 

I guess to convey some sort of sense of fun or humor or something like that. I can’t really 

think of much else on why. 

Is there anything you found particularly effective about the music? 

I guess the fact that it’s still kind of in my head. It has that going for it. Whether it was 

obnoxious or didn’t fit or whatever, I am still thinking about it so that’s something. I can 

still kind of hear it. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 2 (DELTA FAUCET): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

It’s the sort of, kind of chill electronic instrumental thing. It seems like the royalty-free 

music that people who make small podcasts use. That’s what it makes me think of. 

How would you describe the overall feeling of the ad? 
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It made me think of motion because it’s showing this thing moving down the faucet or 

being made or whatever, I didn’t totally catch, but I think the music added a keep-moving 

vibe to it, and the ad definitely had this flow to it, as well. 

What do you think the message was? 

The thing was Keep Together, right? So I feel like it was a sort of keep on going, keep 

moving, this product is going to help you. “Keep moving through your life at a wild 

time” and all of that. “Everything is weird, and we’re going to make things normal.” 

What do you think Delta Faucet was trying to achieve with this music? 

I think, if I can compare it to the other ad, I don’t think it was supposed to be something 

where the music was the thing you remembered the most about it. It was meant to be in 

the background and just add to the message of it. “Keep going, we’re going to move 

through this,” and all that. It was supposed to boost what they were already saying and 

not be the main message of the ad. 

Did you experience any story/journey? 

Not really honestly. I’m thinking back now, and I feel like I have already forgotten the 

content of the ad overall. 

Do you think the music and ad fit well with the message? 

I think so, yeah. It seems very cohesive. 

How does the music set the pace of the ad? 

The music doesn’t really strike me as fast or slow or anything. What I think the music 

does is it moves the ad. It keeps the transitions going. The motion of the ad makes sense 

and keeps this forward motion going with the ad. 

Did you notice any changes in the music? 
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Not really, no. 

Why do you think this music was picked? 

A mix of the two things I was saying. I felt like it wasn’t supposed to be the no. 1 thing 

you took away after the ad. I don’t think it’s supposed to be stuck in anyone’s head after 

watching it. It’s just supposed to boost the visual idea and the thing that the narration was 

getting at in the ad of this idea of “keep going. Keep together.” 

Is there anything you found particularly effective with the music? 

Yeah, I guess just the way it worked to make a more cohesive ad or an ad that makes 

sense. 

Does this fall into the background for you? 

For the most part, yeah. 

Is this still an effective ad if it falls into the background? 

I think so, yeah. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 3 (GE HEALTHCARE): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

Well there were two distinct parts for me. There’s the very, not intense, but all the strings 

at the beginning and it’s exciting. I guess that’s the word I would use. There’s a sense of 

excitement to that. Throughout the … it went into the future, there was this sort of 

background piano stuff that seemed like it was simple and supposed to have this sort of 

emotional poignance thing to it going on.  

How would you describe the overall feeling of the ad? 
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It’s a lot. There’s a whole storyline and everything. At first it’s this very exciting thing 

about the possibilities of the future and technology, and it gets to be this more dramatic 

thing about cancer, but then there’s this hopeful air throughout the whole ad with 

technology and the ending. 

What do you think GE’s message is? 

It seems like the ending thing to take away was 1. That they’re thinking future-minded 

and then 2. That they’re trying to be helpful. It was something that maybe had emotional 

resonance to people and then they were saying, “Look, we think in the future we’ll be 

able to help make this a better process for people.” 

What do you think they were trying to accomplish with this music? 

I don’t think it was meant to be the main part of the ad. Also, I felt like the music was 

supposed to move us through a bit. Without the music, it would have been such a slog. I 

think it’s supposed to signify these emotional shifts through too. There’s excitement in 

the beginning and all these strings and it’s frantic, and then to this more dramatic middle 

portion, then to this victorious, hopeful moment at the end. I feel like that was the 

trajectory the music went on, as well. 

Do you think the music and ad fit well with the message? 

I think so. There was just a lot going on in the ad just because it was so long. It was a lot 

to keep track of. I didn’t know what it was for until the very end. I don’t think that was 

any fault of the music with it just being a long ad with this storyline. 

How do you think this music moves you along in the ad? 
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It had an element of repetition to it, but then it was changing, as well, as different things 

happened in the ad. But I think just being the constant thing in the background giving you 

something else to focus on. 

Do you think that’s why this music was chosen? 

Yeah, I think so. 

Is there anything you think this music does particularly well? 

I think it sets up what they want you to feel from the ad very well and it just adds to 

making you feel excited at the beginning and then invested in this woman’s storyline and 

making you feel resolved and hopeful at the end. 

Consumer #9 
 
ADVERTISEMENT 1 (WENDY’S): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

Well the first thing that comes to my mind, mainly because of the presentation of the ad, 

is that it’s very nostalgic. It hits a lot of the areas where the viewer needs to be compelled 

to watch it, and they also need to enjoy it, which sounds simple enough. But what they 

did with the music and the sound design is they hit the notes of those ‘90s commercials 

that would have really stereotypically extreme guitar riffage going on and an almost 

intense action-movie-like energy to it. When it comes to the sound design, you have all 

those sound effects coming in, and it’s dotted with so many things that make that ad so 

much more intense, cool, or extreme, like ‘90s lingo, than it actually is. It’s just a 

hamburger, but you’ve got these two guys going gnarly all over the place. I’d say 

nostalgia is a huge facet of the ad’s musical characteristics. 

Would you say the overall mood of this ad is nostalgic, as well? 
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Absolutely. I think what they’re trying to do here is hack into ‘90s kids’ internal 

cognizance of that kind of advertising where it’s loud and in-your-face, and you don’t 

really know what any of the words mean other than, but you know it’s shouting at you 

and you know you want it. I like that the guys are also exaggerated stereotypes of ‘90s 

kids, too. It’s very, very nostalgic. It makes me feel like a kid. It gets me pumped. It gets 

me motivated. I mean they’re screaming at me. There’s also a lot of repetition, too, so 

how could you not be excited for this product? 

What do you think the message is? 

The burger’s a great deal. It’s something to be excited about. It is interesting. I think what 

I said before about the burger being a great deal, it goes in correlation with the way that 

… it feels like a toy commercial actually. How toy commercials would be like, “includes 

everything you see here, not sold separately.” I guess they’re trying to accentuate the fact 

that the burger is only five dollars, so why wouldn’t you buy it? It’s very much selling it 

to you, but they’re using a more palatable aesthetic, the ‘90s aesthetic, to do that rather 

than using a typical roving camera shot  where they show you the entire bun and the 

details of it and it being fried and all that, which that works. It definitely makes people 

excited to eat a hamburger, but for this ad it works really well because it matches the idea 

of the burger. 

How would you say the music sets the pace? 

It’s very frenetic. There’s all those sound effects going on. It keeps your attention. It 

doesn’t really let you take a breath. It is very, very intense. 

Is there anything you found particularly effective about this music? 
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The use of guitars. You don’t typically hear overdriven guitars in an advertisement like 

this. I definitely think that makes a huge amount of contrast. You know, Taco Bell, for 

example, is the first “Hey kids” commercial I can think of. But this one targets the ‘90s 

kids. Stuff like McDonald’s and Wendy’s like, we all have very deep memories of seeing 

a McDonald’s commercial or going to McDonald’s and being like, “Oh, that’s our 

childhood.” Wendy’s is going to do that, too. Like, “Let’s emphasize how great of a deal 

our burger is by appealing to those kids who would get McDonald’s for dinner or 

Wendy’s for dinner because it was so cheap.” Their parents were like, “I don’t wanna 

cook. Let’s go get fast food.” 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 2 (DELTA FAUCET): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

Well it’s a bit forgettable. I don’t know if it’s as utilitarian as the one in the Wendy’s ad. 

The music in the Wendy’s ad fit the aesthetic so well. This one kind of does that. It’s very 

active electronic music, a little bit of hip-hop percussion. I guess that mimics the 

workability of what they’re trying to say, like how their mechanics are hard at work and 

they’re trying to make a safe environment, but it feels like more of an afterthought than 

anything. I feel like the most common film music you hear in advertisements these days 

is ukulele stuff or simple keyboard riffs. There’s stuff going on. It sounds like a decent 

electronic track, but it doesn’t make me trust Delta or find Delta to be anything different 

than what I thought they were before I watched the ad. But it’s fun. It does the job. It just 

doesn’t add to the efficacy of the ad. I don’t think it does anything to make it that much 

more efficient. 
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How would you describe the general feeling of this ad? 

I want to say modern. It feels modern because it’s not trying to be anything different than 

what we’ve seen before and you have what I feel is kind of cheap these days because you 

see it so often, you have a very recognizable art format where it’s non-three-dimensional 

figures. You have art that looks like it didn’t take long. You have a fill track, too. Clearly 

they’re trying to follow suit with everyone who’s been good about talking about what 

they’re doing in correlation to COVID-19. But it doesn't seem like they wanted to make 

themselves an outlier in this scenario. They just wanted to blend in. That’s why you have 

the blend-in music. That’s why you have the blend-in art. That’s why you have the 

overall blend-in aesthetic of Delta, who is working hard to keep you safe. It’s like, 

“Alright, we expect you to.” You could … My suggestion would be …  

 

Maybe it’s just me, but the commercials that always get my attention are the ones with 

the really dramatic music. I’m talking piano, strings. I think that’s something car 

commercials are particularly good at, and Apple. Apple is fantastic at those commercials. 

Apple is good at getting you motivated but also at isolating your attention. There’s a 

Christmas ad I think about all the time. It’s this girl playing “I’ll Be Home for Christmas” 

for her grandfather. Everyone started watching because there was no preparation for it. It 

happened and it was over.  

 

That’s not just a tangent. I’m using that as an example of how you get attention. You 

have to grab the audience immediately. Sometimes you can do that with visuals, which 

they seem to be focused on with the mask being the first thing you see, but then you get 
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to the music and it’s like, “OK, we’ve seen ads like this before. Why aren’t you doing 

anything to make yourself more noticeable and attractive and stand out as one of the best 

airline corporations who cares about our health?” 

You mentioned that this music blends in. Do you think that’s why they picked this 

music? 

Yeah, probably. That tells me they don’t really care about standing out. They see this 

kind of ad as more like a bullet point, like “Oh, now we’ve got to talk about what we’re 

doing for COVID-19.” And sure, they have a very sincere narrator. They have fun 

appropriate artwork. But it’s like it doesn’t really make me trust them any more than I 

already did, which wasn’t amazingly to be honest. But I would say the ad is ineffective. 

It’s serviceable, but it doesn’t really do anything for me. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 3 (GE HEALTHCARE): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

Well, in the beginning, I think it had what I was saying with the car commercials are so 

good at … There’s a bind to it. The intense strings, the quickening tempo, and then that 

kind of fades out and we get a very sparse, ambient instrumental that doesn’t really do 

anything but … it makes me calm even though I’m seeing something that’s very 

dystopian. I’m worried about technology becoming so advanced that we actually lose our 

humanity. The music is, I would actually argue that, the music does the same job that the 

Delta music does in that it’s not too noticeable, but it does work within the aesthetic 

because this ad to me lifts a lot from Black Mirror. It definitely has the production 

design. It definitely has the themes of life passing us by and technology making it better 
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or worse. But this seems to be like, technology makes it better. It’s a very idealist 

perspective, and the music definitely complements that because it’s winding and has an 

uneasiness to it, but it has a resolve toward the end and that matches the emotional scene 

quite well.  

 

I’m confused why they took the strings out. I think the strings worked better, and once it 

transferred to the synthy ambient music, I lost interest in it. The strings pulled me in 

immediately. The ambient music, I’ve heard it before. If I put on Brian Eno, I’ll hear the 

same thing. It doesn’t really say, “Pay attention to this commercial.” What it does do, and 

I will argue that it works for only this reason, is that it isolates the performances. It makes 

me focus on the performances because the music is second. It’s a padding to that. The 

music is supposed to provide a bedrock for the performances because that’s what we’re 

focusing on. We’re focusing on the fact that GE wants us to understand this woman and 

what she’s been through and how she’s fearful of breast cancer and how their products 

can put her and not only her but us at ease. I don’t think the music is particularly 

powerful, but I guess it’s effective in that way. 

How would you describe the overall mood of this? 

Sci-fi. It has a sci-fi mood. It has … the opposite of despondent … I mean I want to say 

hopeful, but I don’t think it’s too hopeful. It doesn’t start out hopeful, but it does become 

hopeful toward the end. I think hopeful is a good place for it. It’s ponderous. What would 

happen if our technology became so advanced that we’re able to spot this woman’s 

cancerous tumor so they can get it out before it becomes a problem more or less. 

Ponderous is good. Dreamy. I think it’s very dreamy. It has almost like a sci-fi, Black-
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Mirror-esque atmosphere. We know it’s not real, but we know it is possible, so dreamy is 

a good one. 

Why do you think this music was picked? 

I think this music was picked because it not only complements the dreamy atmosphere 

but it keeps the audience in control because it is so intense and mercurial in a way. It 

doesn’t really settle into a happy or sad note. It feels like the kind of thing you hear on 

doctor shows, like “What’s gonna happen? Is he gonna make it, doc?” I think that’s 

appropriate because we don’t know if she’s gonna get cancer or not. I think it does work 

for those reasons. I just don’t think the music is particularly interesting, but maybe I’m 

wrong. Maybe the music doesn’t have to be interesting. It just has to serve a certain part 

of the video, in which case it definitely does that. It definitely does that. 

 
Consumer #10 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 1 (WENDY’S): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

I think it was definitely channeling some ‘80s, not quite metal or glam, but it reminded 

me of when you’d see old MTV bits, and they’d have this filter on it so you could 

channel that older aesthetic of the ‘80s. It was not quite in your face, but obviously it was 

a big focus of the ad. For me at least, if you didn’t have that kind of music playing, I 

don’t think the people would get some of the tone of the ad. 

It kind of reminded me of when you’d see old retro ads for toys, “Batteries not included!” 

and they’d have the whole burger splayed out. I think the music helped me make the 

connection. I don’t know if that’s the connection they were going for. 
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How would you describe the general feeling of the ad? 

I’d say for some people, nostalgic. Obviously, I think I can speak for both of us, we 

weren’t alive in the ‘80s, but it was retro, nostalgic. MTV’s a bad example because it’s 

not like MTV. It was energetic and upbeat, except where the guy got all sad about his 

degree in cartography. It was cheery. It’s upbeat and in your face.  

What was the message that you think this ad was trying to convey? 

Obviously it’s still an advertisement for Wendys’, but it wasn’t like a normal Wendy’s ad 

or burger ad. I think … obviously it’s an ad and they’re just trying to market Wendy’s, 

but it was more …  

 

Wendy’s isn’t just a normal burger. The ad alone stands out. I can’t believe that was an 

actual ad. It’s cool that it was! I’m all for that, but, basically that Wendy’s … this burger 

stands out … the nature of it per se.  

Do you think the music and the ad fit well together? 

Yes. I think I said earlier, but the music for the style of the ad, you have to have it like 

that. I couldn’t see somebody putting a different kind of music over that and it still 

having the same effect. 

How does the music set the pace of the ad? 

You have all of those jump cuts, so I think that alone is a good pairing. It changed for 

example when the guy got all down for a bit and the screen went all gray and zoomed in 

on him. The tone of it was definitely set … it carried and set the framework or skeleton 

for … there’s a lot of changing going on in there with the graphics and the high-fiving. 

So it definitely gives a foundation or skeleton for the ad itself is supposed to play out. 
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Why do you think this music was chosen? 

I think for some reason, I feel like a lot of things are going back to the ‘80s aesthetic-

wise. We’ve seen it in a lot of music that’s come out this year. It’s the trendy thing to do. 

That might be why. It definitely makes it stand out from other ads where they show some 

close zoom-ups of this burger that will not look that good when you actually eat it. 

They’ll be like, “Oh, the slow meat perfected” while this is just like, you know, it’s 

different. I definitely would pay attention to this more than seeing an “Arby’s! New 

meat!” or something else where they show something super glamorous. Like no way! Not 

at all! I think they might plan like a ‘80s … definitely the aesthetic of the ‘80s. I’m not a 

trend-setter, but I feel like there are some call-outs not just in music, but in culture in 

general. 

Does this ad fall into the background for you? 

No. It’s different for starters, music aside. So yes, I would be watching that ad 100%. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 2 (DELTA FAUCET): 

How would you describe the music being played in that ad? 

It has … I couldn’t quite tell, but was that a clap or some sort of drum in the background? 

I liked that, and they had that sort of … it was simple. I couldn’t quite tell, but was there 

some sort of strings in the back? It was short, but it was simple, and I think that compared 

to the last one … While I felt that the music was essential for that last one to reach the 

same vibe, I think it was less so here. Granted, I really liked that percussion when it 

jumped to their conveyor belt or whatever that was … their factory when they were 

making the masks, it reminded me of How It’s Made. 
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How would you describe the overall mood of the ad? 

It was definitely cheery and happy because they’re making masks, and things are gloomy 

enough as is. Positive outlook. They’re talking about how the elastic on their masks is 

more comfortable. It’s definitely not doomy and gloomy. At the same time, it doesn’t 

take front and center of the ad like the last one did. 

What would you say is the message of the ad? 

If I were hearing it correctly, it’s information about their company and how their masks 

are made. I think to set sort of a brand image, like to differentiate, a lot of people make 

masks right now. It’s different per se. 

Through using this music, what do you think Delta Faucet was trying to 

accomplish? 

I think setting a tone, but I feel like ideally you want to do that in most of your ads, but 

for them, it was … Looking back on it, they had that assembly line showing things in 

motion and things being made. They’re making masks. I think mainly it’s setting the 

tone. It’s upbeat. It’s not down and gloomy. You could’ve easily done that ad without 

hardly any music, and it wouldn’t have been as good. I think that the music did help it, 

but it also didn’t steal the attention of the ad. You’re still there learning about what 

they’re doing. 

How do you think the music sets the pace of the ad? 

I think … Unlike the last one, where there were a lot of jumpy cuts, there was that shot of 

them going through the factory. That steady beat. An assembly line. If your stuff’s being 

built at the same rate, there should be some sort of beat to it, so I think showing a process 

and then the beat itself being consistent of showing a process, for me at least, drew in the 
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larger assembly as a whole. And their product as a whole. They’re showing people how 

things are happening. 

Does this ad fall into the background for you? 

I guess it depends on what medium I’d see it on. On TV, probably. On YouTube or 

something, maybe not because it’s 30 seconds. For me at least, if it’s 30 seconds I’m just 

going to watch it. If I were on this computer, I’d definitely be watching it, but on TV 

probably not. 

If this ad falls into the background, do you think it’s still effective? 

I think that the music would be in the background, but I think I’d still be listening in more 

than another 30-second clip or ad just because the music wasn’t necessarily unique at all. 

If we had this really upbeat Mercedes or Nike ad and then we had this slower … I guess 

it also depends on what’s playing before it. That will definitely play a role if you’re like, 

cooking food, or just had some crazy movie ad like a blockbuster movie ad. Obviously, 

it’s not slow, but I’d be like, “Oh, that’s not an ad for that movie.” 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 3 (GE HEALTHCARE): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

So I feel like it changed at first. Before they jumped to 2030, there were a lot of strings in 

the beginning of it, and then that piano came in, so I noticed that. And then I feel like 

there were different moments where it would be more front and center during the ad. 

They had those shots where they were showing some sort of downtown, and there wasn’t 

as much speaking, so it was more in the front. Then there are other aspects, like they were 

showing all the people who helped her, like the radiologist, technologist, and oncologist. 
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This music is in between the three that we’ve seen. First one, music was front and center. 

Second one, it was there but not as important while this carried it together as some sort of 

common thread. The thread is the common music. But I definitely paid attention to 

different changes in it. 

What were some of those changes? 

 

The first bit … was there no music during parts of that? Low-key throughout? I felt like 

there was, at least one of the shots when they jumped to 2030 and there was no music, or 

maybe it was really subtle. And I noticed that. And I know they were showing, “Look 

this is 2030 and it’s the future,” and then you see how she’s talking to her house to do all 

this stuff. So that was something I noticed that was different. Toward the end, they had 

this positive outlook with her granddaughter and how her mother couldn’t see her great-

granddaughter. It would definitely change at different points. It was either more front and 

center or it was super low-key. But that doesn’t mean I don’t pay attention to it as much. I 

notice some changes, like yeah if you’re not hearing something that you were hearing, 

you’re going to notice it. I was definitely focused in on the ad. 

How would you describe the general feeling of this ad? 

It was almost like a short movie. It seemed like a soundtrack for some sort of movie. This 

is a total super oversaid soundtrack, but when it came to the pianos and the strings, I was 

thinking of Interstellar. That’s the vibe it gave me. 

 

It’s obviously … Interstellar is … That’s what they’re going for. This is the near future. 

It’s 2030. It’s 10 years from now. Everything in there, we don’t have that stuff yet, but 
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they still have this familiar music to go with. I doubt GE would be playing super future 

synth music. They were showing this scientific process in the marriage of technology and 

healthcare, but I guess it’s how I would describe it. It seemed like an actual, not to shit on 

other music in ads, but maybe a short film soundtrack. There was definitely a lot more to 

it, not to say bad things on the other ones. It’s a lot different than having some guy make 

an ad song, like “Hey, try to channel some vibes from the ‘80s.” 

Do you think the music and ad go together well? 

I think it fit well. I’m glad there weren’t any real vocals in it. I know some soundtracks, 

there will be some sort of harmony and there won’t even be any lyrics. I enjoyed that 

aspect, and it was channeling some Interstellar vibes, and the music played a huge role in 

it. I think the music definitely had an impact on me because I heard some sort of 

connection in that, so that was there. There was that connection where I was at least able 

to infer that. 

Why do you think this music was chosen? 

I think it’s near-future. Obviously Interstellar takes place a lot farther than 2030 in their 

own universe, but I thought it went well with science, which is a dumb thing to say. It 

channels … I’ve seen other pharmaceutical ads or whatnot where they do try and show 

technology and they have the piano and strings. At the same time, how it fades in and out 

throughout the whole five minutes kept me intrigued.  

 
Consumer #11 

ADVERTISEMENT 1 (WENDY’S): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 
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Like a retro theme. Loud. Very loud. I work for Taco Bell, so I do all of the competitive 

conquesting for them, so I’m very familiar with QSR advertising. But yeah, definitely 

loud. It reminds me of the infomercials you would wake up to at 4 in the morning 

because the music behind it was so loud to get your attention. And you roll over and 

you’re like, “What is happening?” And it’s the loud bass in it, even though it’s an electric 

kind of sound, the retro synth-pop sort of thing because of the ‘80s theme. Definitely 

louder to get your attention. 

How would you describe the overall feeling of the ad? 

It feels kind of like a meme. I just watched the Paul Rudd mask video, and I feel like that 

had a similar vibe to it. Chipper ‘80s, “everything is cool in the ‘80s. We’re looking 

toward the future and all of these lasers.” Looking back on it in 2020, everything is not 

chill. And they cut to the black-and-white and everything gets serious for a second and 

you’re like, “No! It’s fine!” 

What do you think the message is? 

That there’s a great value in the … “What a great deal this is.” Definitely trying to get 

toward that younger audience of, if you’re strapped for cash and you’re a kid in high 

school, or you’re working in college and full of existential dread that like, “Oh, this is a 

great deal if you have five spare dollars when you don’t have a job or you’re working 

through a pandemic.” So definitely a good deal for people working or worried about 

money. 

What do you think Wendy’s was trying to accomplish by using this music? 
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Definitely grabbing attention I feel like is the biggest thing. And also not really trying to 

get an emotion across outside of putting people in that ‘80s vibe to match the theme of 

how their actors and talent is dressed and the vibe of the rest of the creative. 

Do you think the music/ad fit well with the message? 

Yeah. It matched well with the overall creative they were doing. The whole keyboard 

synth that was popular in that time matched the outfits they were in and the color scheme. 

Everything was cohesive across that 60-second ad. 

How do you think the music sets the pace of the ad? 

It sets a faster pace because it’s that electro-pop, not this long-winded, there’s no lyrical 

content behind it, so you don’t really have to pay attention to it. You just pay attention to 

what the talent is saying. It just fits the vibe of that whole spot. It’s a faster pace but not a 

linear storytelling like car commercials try to do with their Super Bowl ads every year, 

where you have to pay attention to that song or the lyrical content behind it to get some 

sort of emotive message behind it. 

Why do you think this music was chosen? 

At the forefront to match the idea for the creative to begin with. Just thinking in the way I 

know our creative agency makes ads is they have a concept first and then they match the 

music to it, so I think that’s probably what happened here. They didn’t build the spot 

around the music. They added the music to this overall creative ‘80s idea and just found 

something to plug in that worked. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 2 (DELTA FAUCET): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 
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Definitely still all instrumental, but has that synthy bass, poppy kind of quality. It 

reminds me of the Inspector Gadget theme almost with the tempo of the music that you 

associate with tech and innovation of Inspector Gadget or How Stuff Works, those 

Discovery Channel shows that make you think of science. That’s the first one that comes 

to mind, but any of those that are like, “We’ll take you inside this factory and show you 

how we make pencils or something.” Some sort of assembly line. Like that kind of vibe 

Is that how you would describe the overall feeling of this ad? 

 

Yeah, some sort of innovation/invention. Moving forward toward progress. That kind of 

feel for things, yeah. 

Would you say that’s the message of this, as well? 

Yeah, just with what they were saying and what they did to make masks more effective 

or make them better so they withstand more durability or something like that. It fits with 

how … the message they were trying to send off, “This music has symbolized progress, 

and this is the progress that we’ve made.” 

What do you think Delta Faucet was trying to accomplish with this music? 

I think they were trying to match the tone of their message to put more of that positive 

emotion toward positive change. “Look at the innovation we’ve made. We’ve created a 

solution to a problem,” rather than a PSA announcing a recall or something. It’s 

definitely a more positive tone to set, so I think they’re accomplishing letting people 

know this is a good thing to pay attention to and not a warning. 

Did you experience any story/journey? 
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A little bit of they’re kind of process in how they created the new masks or their process 

in experimenting and, “Oh, we did this to make this better.” It was easier to follow that 

line of thinking. 

Do you think the music/ad fit well with the message? 

Yeah, I think it did. I think it lets people know that it’s a positive thing forward and not 

like, “Oh, we created this problem that we then had to fix,” but like, “Oh, we noticed this 

gap in the industry, and this is what we focused our resources on, and this thing was 

born.” 

How does the music set the pace of the ad? 

It’s a little bit faster, which I think adds to the whole idea of progress. It’s a quick, 30-

second ad, so they only had so much time to explain their entire research and 

development process, so I think it adds to your thing of, “Oh, I’m going to learn 

something in this quick little bit how different YouTube channels do the same thing of 

the social media of 30-second crafts kind of thing.” It has that feel to it. 

Did you notice any changes in the music? 

I don’t think so. I think it was pretty consistent volume-wise. As it paused, there were 

more beats to it, and less so when there was the voice-over. I think that was more of a 

technical thing, so people could hear the voice-over rather than anything else. 

Do you think that’s why this music was picked? 

Yeah, especially in those certain spots when there was information that needed to be 

conveyed and to not have that dead air in the rest of the spot when the graphic 

transitioned and things like that. 

Does this ad fall into the background for you? 
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I think it falls in the background just because, especially now, there are so many ads and 

so many PSAs local governments are running, with that same kind of tone like, “If 

everyone wears a mask, the virus will go away,” that are run in every single commercial 

break, that it’s easy for it to fall back into the blend of things that I’m just used to now. 

There’s nothing … If I were sitting on the couch in a commercial break that would make 

me look up. 

Is it still an effective ad if it falls into the background? 

I think so, like if somebody’s paying attention to it, they’ll be like, “They created this 

new mask or made masks more durable” it would be effective. I knew it was for Delta 

Faucet. They made it pretty clear in the front and the back of the ad. You know who it’s 

for, so I think in that sense, it’s effective. But I don’t think somebody’s going to be like, 

“Oh, did you see this ad for Delta Faucet?” So I don’t think it’s groundbreaking in that 

way. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 3 (GE HEALTHCARE): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

Definitely more cinematic just because of the length of the ad. There were definitely 

more lulls and crescendos and things like that. A lot more changes than the others, but 

yeah. Definitely cinematic but still has that same common tech thread. They have that 

innovation theme with the different drops and the electronic sound to it had that theme of 

innovation and progress. 

How would you describe the general feeling of this ad? 
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Again, pushing toward progress and innovation. Probably “change” is the biggest word, I 

think. Moving forward and then there’s hope for the future of the change of the medical 

field, like “We can catch things earlier,” and people will be there. It’ll be bad, but not that 

bad. 

Do you think that’s the message? 

Yeah, of like, “In the past,” it transports you into this future world that you currently exist 

in of … It’s not a too-distant future where we’re living in the Tony Stark AI. Like, “In the 

way of the past before all this technology, grandma couldn’t … had breast cancer and 

found it too late because she didn’t have access to all of this technology that we have 

access to.” Technology and innovation are a net positive for health care and people’s 

lives because of their access to it. 

What do you think GE was trying to achieve with this music? 

Definitely setting the tone for the story that they were telling, and keeping that common 

thread of technical innovation that GE usually does, and using those same two or three 

notes that they use for their little jingle at the end of their normal ads. They do the two or 

three little drops and then the logo. Definitely those same notes throughout the whole 

storyline, so you knew it was for GE or some sort of company that focuses on medical or 

technical innovation, so it’s not like one of those ads that tells this really deep story and 

it’s like, “Oh, it’s for Subway.” Where like, GE is kind of like, “We want to tell a story, 

but we want to keep it within our brand standards of technical innovation and progress, so 

people aren’t going to be shocked that it’s us after watching the ad.” 

Do you think the music/ad fit well with the message? 
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I think so, especially with some of the changes and keeping that overall theme and 

consistent notes throughout. It changed throughout the points of the narrative. It wasn’t 

really happy when she was getting a cancer diagnosis, but when she’s planning this party, 

it’s a little louder and a little more joyous, but it fits with the points of the narrative that 

they’re telling throughout the longer plot. 

How do you think the music sets the pace? 

Setting the pace of the narrative. It starts out like, “We’re currently living in a world with 

innovation. Things are changing so fast, but we still have a far way to go.” Then it cuts 

for that four or five seconds, and starts with this narrative in the future. They used it as 

underlying music but also to set the pacing of the bigger story that they were telling 

within the ad and used it as a callback at that end when they cut to black and again and 

like, “Oh, it’s a GE ad.” 

Why do you think the music was selected? 

I think they definitely chose the notes to connect with their own little tiny jingle to keep 

that consistent with their brand and keep that consistent with their messaging not only 

with this ad, but their other messaging where you can watch this GE ad and watch a 

different GE ad and hear similar notes and be able to connect the two, so their overall 

advertising for their medical stuff or even their kitchen appliances can have an overall 

tone to them where they’re not disjointed in any of the several messages that they’re 

running. That’s just me thinking in the paid media section of my brain, like GE wants to 

have a cohesive brand voice behind everything. With every TV commercial that they’re 

running, they want people to know that it’s GE regardless of if they’re watching a 30-

second or a five-minute spot. 
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What kind of effect does this music have on your perception of GE as a brand? 

I think it fits the perception I have of them already. When I think of GE, I think of 

technology, and I think of specifically, like, medical technology or home appliances, 

washer/dryer, the new touchscreen fridges or whatever they’re coming up with now. So I 

think it fits in line with how I think of GE as a company in my brain already. It didn’t 

really give me any new perceptions of them as a brand. 

 
Consumer #12 

ADVERTISEMENT 1 (WENDY’S): 

How would you describe the music in this ad? 

It reminds me of infomercials, especially ones geared toward kids. My first thought is 

back to Teen Nick, Nick at Nite, “You can get this thing!” It’s very novelty-ish. I don’t 

know how I got all that just from the power chords. 

How does this music make you feel? 

It’s goofy. I don’t know, I kind of laugh at it. Doesn’t stir up a lot of emotion. 

How would you describe the general feeling of this ad? 

I kind of wonder what year it’s from because it looks like it’s from 1993 in my mind, 

even though I wouldn’t know. It’s fun to me. Light-hearted. 

What message do you think this is trying to convey? 

I’m not sure. I think it’s just, “get the hamburger because it looks good,” but it doesn’t 

look good in the mouth-watering, check-out-this-close-up-slowmo-of-this-big-hamburger 

that a lot of other ads that I’ve seen do, but it just takes that apart and does the 

infomercial thing and makes you want to eat a cheeseburger. 

What do you think Wendy’s was trying to accomplish through using this music? 
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I think they were going for a bit of a nostalgia factor because of the whole look and sound 

of it. These are not old, but definitely not young, guys, so I think they were trying to 

make people laugh and say, “Hey, that’s like this thing from my childhood maybe.” 

Do you think the music fits well with the overall ad? 

Yeah, I think so. I think it makes sense with the rest of it. It doesn’t stick out too much. 

How do you think the music sets the pace? 

It’s definitely pretty uptempo and keeps it moving in some ways, and then it cuts out with 

that black-and-white “I got a degree in cartography.” That definitely is a stark tone shift 

because the music is so present in the first half. 

Did you notice any additional changes in the music? 

There was a little bit of a guitar solo moment that came in that was a little surprising. I 

was kind of waiting for the music to come back after the cartography because it didn’t 

right away. 

Do you think this ad/music had any subconscious effects on you? 

I don’t think so. 

What kind of effect does this music have on your perception of Wendy’s? 

I feel like they have a good ad because I am still thinking about a cheeseburger, and it’s 

goofy, and it’s nice to see they’re not taking it too seriously. But it’s a fast-food 

corporation. 

Does this ad fall into the background for you? 

I think it’s more in the foreground because right when you played it, I thought this could 

be from a long time ago, but I also think I might have seen it before. It also is long. It’s 
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kind of imposing in that way. Yeah, I think this will stick in my head a bit. It’s kind of all 

over the place. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 2 (DELTA FAUCET): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

A little techno-y, a little keyboard-forward. Light-hearted. 

How did the music make you feel? 

It was kind of chill, steady, not really groovy, but a little bit just like, “Oh this is nice. 

This is kind of bubbly.” 

Does this music conjure any emotion for you? 

No. 

How would you describe the general feeling of this ad? 

Optimistic. Looking at the silver lining of the situation. Yeah, I think that’s the big thing. 

It’s also kind of opportunistic to say, “Hey, this sucks, but here’s a great thing that we 

made out of it to help you.” 

Do you think that’s the message? 

I think so. As much as it was trying to sell the ear-savers. 

What do you think Delta Faucet was trying to achieve through using this music? 

With the techno theme, I think they want to say, “We have some savvy in this, in this 

engineering and optimization and innovation.” I got a lot of that from the combination of 

cartoons and people working. I guess that’s more in the images, but the music really 

backed that up, and it really felt like a soundtrack to the action. 

Did you experience any kind of story? 
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Not really, but it was really brief, so nothing quite comes to mind, except the thought 

that, “This coronavirus is bad, so we got to work.” That’s the main story, I think. 

Do you think the music and ad paired well? 

Yes. 

What genre of music would best suit an ad like this? 

I think like a synth-pop or an electronica maybe. Pretty similar to the music that they 

used. 

How does the music set the pace of the ad? 

Well the percussion was really present throughout the whole thing, even when the topline 

kind of dropped out, so I think that set the tempo as it’s supposed to in most music. I 

think having that simple, two-line thing where they had fun techno synth things going on 

and fun percussion helped it move forward but not too fast. 

Was that a big change you noticed, when the percussion was more prominent? 

Yes. 

Why do you think this music was picked? 

It feels simple but still engaging. I get the feeling from the simple animation style and the 

cartoons. Even the sans serif font of the #PullTogether, they’re going for this simplicity, 

but it’s still funky. 

Did this ad/music have any subconscious effects on you? 

No.  

After watching this, how do you feel about Delta Faucet? 

Kind of indifferent, but I am wondering why a faucet company is making ear-saver 

things. 
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Does this ad fall into the background for you? 

Yes. 

Do you think it’s still effective when it falls into the background? 

Yeah. I think it’s a very similar tone to a lot of the ads that are around now. Like, “The 

current situation, it’s not great, but here’s something that will make it a little better,” even 

though it’s just somebody trying to sell something. 

 

ADVERTISEMENT 3 (GE HEALTHCARE): 

How would you describe the music being played in this ad? 

 

It went from … the strings at the beginning really stuck out to me, the really driving 

string chords, and then it went to a much calmer, quieter, but still pretty consistent sound 

of just … the sound of the future a little bit. 

How did this music make you feel? 

A little bit spooked. The whole thing, but the music included, reminded me of Black 

Mirror, the future. 

How would you describe the overall mood of the ad? 

It feels very … it’s transgressing some boundary of what technology can do. The main 

thing is not super aggressively, but very much a transgression or an overcoming of 

something. Yeah, that’s the overall mood. More specifically, it’s like, “This thing that 

was so scary doesn’t have to be scary anymore,” which is a big thing to try to convey. 

What message do you think this ad is trying to tell? 
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This thing that used to be so scary, not that scary, could be less scary in the future, and 

you could be living a much easier life with the coffee and the background and the 

doctor’s office. 

What do you think GE was trying to accomplish through this music? 

I think they were trying to give a sense of hope, not from a despairing place, but just from 

a, “Here’s where we are now, and here’s where we could go,” but I think they were trying 

to give a sense of the future through the music, and a sense of calm with that. 

Did you experience any journey or story with this ad? 

Yeah, it’s kind of hard not to. I found it interesting with the, mentally talking about the 

family and physically being with the doctor and hearing about the news. 

Do you think the music and ad paired well? 

I think so, but in some ways, the music made it spookier to me, made this whole future 

imagery a little bit scarier. If it felt less future-y, it might feel a little more accessible. 

What genre of music would suit this ad the best? 

I think a more … the word that’s coming to mind is a more traditional sound. I almost 

want to hear the Downton Abbey theme song with it. Something that gives some comfort, 

something more acoustic. Not that that was super electronic, just the high register of the 

piano makes it feel a little bit out there and not as comforting, a little cold. 

How does the music set the pace? 

It’s pretty consistent, a pretty constant forward motion. Thinking of this, in comparison 

with the other ones, this one feels even more pushing forward the whole way through. 

Did you notice any changes in the music throughout the ad? 
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Well there was that initial … the strings and then they drop out and go to 2030. And then 

… I don’t remember. I want to say there was a shift when the doctor was saying that it 

was a high probability of it being malignant, but I’m not 100% sure. 

Why do you think this music was chosen? 

It gives the whole future feeling, but it’s not totally cold and robotic, like beep-boop. And 

I think that suits the purpose of, “This is far, but not that far.” And I wonder what 

instrument that was, whether it was a synth or piano because it didn’t really sound like 

piano. 

Did this ad/music have any subconscious effects on you? 

Yeah. I think it drove a bit of excitement and fear for the future just by putting you right 

in 2030 with everything knowing your data and the self-driving car and the walls with 

nothing on them. I think it definitely is going to eat at me a little bit. It already is. 

What effect did this music have on your perception of GE Healthcare? 

It’s hard to separate the music from the imagery. The music, I don’t think gave me a ton 

to say about GE, except that they’re future-leaning. But the rest of it is like, they want all 

my data. 

Is there anything you found particularly effective about the music? 

I think it strangely suited every mood that they showed. All of that high piano was fitting 

for the hugging the granddaughter at the end, and also for getting the news at the doctor, 

and also for when she jumps in the shower. 

Does this ad fall into the background for you? 

No because it’s so out there in some ways. 
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APPENDIX C (FIELD NOTES) 

Week 1 

Hello Holly, 

With this being the first week of the semester, my load was a bit lighter in terms 

of my project. However, I was able to accomplish a few things, as you know from my 

emails. I was also able to send some pitches to various outlets this week, and I scheduled 

some for next week, as well. I also have my own newsletter, and I completed a post for it 

earlier this week. 

Thanks, 

Grant 

My work: August 24-30 (Week 1) 

- Pitched an interview with songwriter Matt Berninger about his debut solo album 
to outlets including Pitchfork, The Independent, The Ringer, Noisey, The 
Guardian, and others 

- Published my latest post for my newsletter 
- Pitched a feature on indie-folk artist Sufjan Stevens to Consequence of Sound 
- Scheduled a pitch template for an interview with electronic duo Sylvan Esso 

ahead of their third album, which releases Sept. 25  
 

Analysis: 

The most interesting part of this week was analyzing my interview data for the 

advertisers. I noticed several common themes emerge from the transcriptions. One of 

these was emotion. All three advertisers I spoke with listed emotion as a key component 

in any advertisement and how they use music as a means to achieve that emotional ends. 

They also mentioned the need to take the consumer on a journey. This especially 

resonated with me as a writer. Advertising is also storytelling, and it can rely heavily on 
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narrative just as any journalistic or literary piece does. Relating to the idea of narrative is 

also pacing. Each advertiser discussed the importance of setting the pace of their 

advertisement, and it’s central to good storytelling because, without a solid grip of the 

momentum, viewers, readers, or consumers will likely lose interest. 

Project: 

- Analyzed advertiser interview transcriptions 

- Designated common themes and outlier thoughts in advertiser interviews 

- Constructed consumer interview template 

Links: 

https://grantsharples.substack.com/p/ranking-the-killers-albums 

Week 2 

Hello guys, 

I was able to accomplish quite a bit this past week. As you know, I finished my 

script/template for the consumer interviews, one of the most integral components of the 

project. I also created a screener survey that I will use to determine whom to interview. In 

terms of freelance work, I pitched several pieces to multiple sites, and I followed up on 

some pitches from the previous week. 

Thanks, 

Grant 

My work: Aug. 31-Sept. 4 (Week 2) 

- Contacted Matt Berninger’s publicist to request an interview with Consequence of 
Sound 

- Pitched an interview with indie-electronic duo Sylvan Esso to more publications, 
such as Entertainment Weekly and The Fader 
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- Followed up on my pitch to Consequence of Sound for a feature on indie-folk 
songwriter Sufjan Stevens 

- Published a new piece for my weekly newsletter 
 

Analysis: 

This week, I was introduced to a couple of facets of the academic/research world I 

was previously unfamiliar with. As a writer and journalist, I’m not accustomed to crafting 

a proper script for my interviews. Rather, I compose a list of questions, listen to my 

source, and ask follow-up questions when they bring up something interesting. Making a 

script/template for my consumer interviews felt a bit unusual, but it was also interesting 

to see this side of the project. It definitely helps to maintain consistency across my 

interviews, and, ultimately, it will yield more reliable data. 

Additionally, I had never made a screener survey before. I had taken many for 

extra credit as an undergraduate student, but I had never created one myself. It was 

intriguing to experience it from the other end, as I didn’t realize how carefully the 

researcher needs to word each question to make the process as smooth as possible. 

Admittedly, I didn’t expect Qualtrics to be as intuitive as it is. It’s very user-friendly, and 

I had little trouble figuring out how to make the survey that I envisioned. 

Project: 

- Completed the script and questions for my consumer interviews 

- Created a Qualtrics screener survey that will help me decide whom to interview 

- Shared the Qualtrics survey on my social media pages and had friends share the 
survey 
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Links: 

https://grantsharples.substack.com/p/links-awakening-and-the-saga-of-bizarre 

Week 3 

Hello guys, 

I hope you both had a great Labor Day weekend! Since last week, I’ve posted the 

survey to Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn, and I now have 41 responses. Although I plan 

on obtaining more responses before setting out on my consumer interviews, I’m happy 

with the amount I’ve received thus far. If either of you have any suggestions for how to 

reach a wider scope of respondents, then please let me know! 

Thanks, 

Grant 

My work: Sept. 7-11 (Week 3) 

- Researched Matt Berninger to prepare for my interview with him next week for 
Consequence of Sound 

- Pitched a profile of Arcade Fire’s Will Butler to outlets such as The Ringer, L.A. 
Times, and The Guardian 

- Followed up on pitches sent to Entertainment Weekly and The Independent 
regarding an interview with Sylvan Esso 

- Brainstormed a structure for my Sufjan Stevens piece for Consequence of Sound 
- Pitched Sylvan Esso piece to MTV News 
- Published a new piece for my weekly newsletter 

 

Analysis: 

As I mentioned earlier, I posted my survey on various social media pages over the 

weekend and had some friends of mine do the same. I’ve been going through the data a 

bit, and it was interesting to not only see people’s responses, but also to go through the 
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process of sharing a survey online. I had to share my survey several times and reach out 

to numerous friends about sharing the survey. It felt like somewhat of a grind, but that’s 

what you have to do to obtain the widest scope of people possible. I plan on sharing it a 

few more times to get more responses, and hopefully I can get a start on my consumer 

interviews in the very near future. 

Project: 

- Shared survey link on social media again 

- Friends shared survey link on Twitter and Facebook pages 

- Analyzed data and results of the survey’s responses 

Links: 

https://grantsharples.substack.com/p/ranking-sufjan-stevens-albums 

Week 4 

Hello guys, 

This has been a productive week for me! As far as the project is concerned, I have 

reached out to 12 potential consumer interviewees, and, as of today, I’ve scheduled six of 

those. Hopefully, I will be able to complete my project before December and finish 

everything ahead of schedule. I was also productive with my freelance writing. I 

interviewed one of my favorite artists, The National’s Matt Berninger, and filed my 

profile of him to Consequence of Sound. I’ve also written most of my Sufjan Stevens 

feature for them, and I’ll now be reviewing his record, as well. 

Thanks, 

Grant 
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My work: Sept. 14-18 (Week 4) 

- Interviewed Matt Berninger, transcribed the interview, and wrote the piece for 
Consequence of Sound 

- Followed up on my pitches for a profile of Arcade Fire’s Will Butler to various 
outlets  

- Pitched an interview with Beabadoobee to VICE 
- Wrote the majority of my Sufjan Stevens piece for Consequence of Sound 
- Began preparations for my review of the upcoming Sufjan Stevens album for 

Consequence of Sound 
- Pitched pieces on Beabadoobee and Future Islands to MTV News 
- Published a new piece for my weekly newsletter 

 

Analysis: 

I’ve always considered myself a good interviewer, and this week I was able to 

further hone my interviewing skills when I spoke with Matt Berninger, the vocalist of the 

Ohio-based indie-rock quintet The National. I worked with my editors to draft some 

questions, and they both helped me narrow my questions down and work on specificity. I 

believe I yielded some unique answers and broke some news about what he’s currently 

working on in terms of both The National and his side project EL VY. We somehow 

talked about Winnie the Pooh, Jaws, his solo album, and Stranger Things in a matter of 

30 minutes. 

Project: 

- Analyzed survey data and narrowed down who I wish to speak with for consumer 
interviews 

- Drafted a list of the 12 interviewees I wish to speak with as well as four back-up 
interviewees 

- Scheduled six interviews with consumers over the next couple of weeks 
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- Contacted all 12 prospective interviewees  

Links: 

https://grantsharples.substack.com/p/falling-asleep-to-music 

Week 5 

Hello guys, 

Frankly, this has been a hectic week for me, as my fiancée and I moved into our 

first place together on Wednesday! We are still unloading boxes and placing furniture, but 

I still accomplished quite a bit. I’ve interviewed several people and have scheduled even 

more. Two pieces of mine also went live on Consequence of Sound. I’ve included those 

links below. 

Thanks, 

Grant 

My work: Sept. 21-25 (Week 5) 

- Wrote a review of Sufjan Stevens’ The Ascension for Consequence of Sound 
- Published a categorical ranking of every Sufjan Stevens album for Consequence 

of Sound 
- Scheduled an interview with Dublin-based indie rocker Ailbhe Reddy for my 

newsletter 
- Followed up on a pitch to MTV News for an interview with Future Islands 
- Pitched an essay on the latest Fleet Foxes’ record to outlets including MTV News, 

VICE, and Entertainment Weekly 
- Published a new piece for my weekly newsletter 

 

Analysis: 

For last week’s field notes, I wrote about honing my skills as an interviewer by 

working on specificity in my questions. This week, I further honed my interviewing skills 
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by developing rapport during my consumer interviews. Because I’m tasked with asking a 

wealth of questions in comparably little time (30 minutes), I have to be relatively quick 

with my questions. This makes developing rapport more challenging compared to other 

interviews I’ve done. However, I’ve found ways to connect with my interviewees in the 

beginning and end, often speaking about music we enjoy and expressing my thanks for 

helping me finish up school. I’m still working on this aspect of the interviews, but I 

imagine I will only improve with every consumer interview I complete. 

Project: 

- Interviewed five consumers  

- Transcribed each interview 

- Scheduled three more interviews for next week and possibly one more interview 
on Sunday 

Links: 

https://grantsharples.substack.com/p/falling-in-love-with-super-mario 

https://consequenceofsound.net/2020/09/album-review-sufjan-stevens-the-

ascension/ 

https://consequenceofsound.net/2020/09/ranking-sufjan-stevens/ 

Week 6 

Hello guys, 

I managed to get quite a bit done this week. Aside from self-publishing my 

interview with Ailbhe Reddy for my newsletter and having my interview with Matt 

Berninger go live on Consequence of Sound, I interviewed three consumers and 
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transcribed each of those interviews. As of now, I have only four more consumer 

interviews to complete! 

Thanks, 

Grant 

My work: Sept. 28-Oct. 2 (Week 6) 

- Wrote and published my feature on Matt Berninger for Consequence of Sound 
- Pitched a feature on The xx’s Romy Madley Croft to MTV News, The Ringer, The 

Independent, VICE, and others 
- Interviewed Dublin-based indie-rock songwriter Ailbhe Reddy for my newsletter 
- Transcribed and published my interview with Ailbhe Reddy for my weekly 

newsletter 
 

Analysis: 

This week while I was conducting my consumer interviews, I noticed that some 

interviewees tend to ramble and become lost in their own thoughts. This presents 

somewhat of a challenge for me, considering how many questions I need to get through 

before 30 minutes is gone. One way I try to get them back on track is to make a few 

comments relating to what they’re saying, such as “So what you’re saying is…” and then 

move on to another topic or question. I’ve found this to be fairly effective because most 

interviewees will clarify and then move on to a different question. 

Project: 

- Interviewed three consumers  

- Transcribed each interview 

- Scheduled another interview for next Wednesday 
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Links: 

https://grantsharples.substack.com/p/a-conversation-with-ailbhe-reddy 

https://consequenceofsound.net/2020/09/interview-the-national-matt-berninger/ 

Week 7 

Hello guys, 

Consumer interviews are finally starting to wrap up! I interviewed two more 

consumers this week and transcribed both of those interviews, so I have only two more 

consumers to interview before I begin writing and pitching my project. I also pitched 

some profiles to several outlets and followed up with both editors and consumers. 

Thanks, 

Grant 

My work: Oct. 5-9 (Week 7) 

- Pitched a profile of Wallows to MTV News 
- Pitched an interview with Big Thief’s Adrianne Lenker to outlets such as 

Consequence of Sound, The Ringer, and The Independent 
- Followed up on pitches for an interview with Romy Madley Croft 
- Published a new piece for my weekly newsletter 

 

Analysis: 

It was later than I expected, but this week I inevitably encountered my first 

technical difficulties. I had been using earbuds to interview the consumers whenever my 

fiancée is home, and I would take the earbuds out when I show them the advertisements. 

Everything should have worked just fine in theory, but some audio software I use kept 

inhibiting a smooth process. Luckily, the interviewee was extremely patient and 
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everything was sorted out. What I’ve learned from this is that you can only prepare as 

much as possible. Sometimes, matters simply fall out of your control, and only then can 

you fix them. As a planner, it was quite difficult for me to reckon with that, but 

everything turned out just fine. 

Project: 

- Interviewed two consumers 

- Transcribed both interviews 

- Followed up with the remaining two consumers 

Links: 

https://grantsharples.substack.com/p/first-impressions-of-larger-than 

Week 8 

Hello guys, 

This was a bit of a slower week than usual. I’m having difficulties acquiring my 

two final interviews. I’ve followed up with the two initial candidates again, and I emailed 

all four of my backup candidates. Hopefully this will yield what I’m looking for.  

Thanks, 

Grant 

My work: Oct. 12-16 (Week 8) 

- Pitched a profile of Wallows to The Independent, VICE, The Ringer, and others 
- Followed up on pitches for a profile of Big Thief’s Adrianne Lenker with The 

Independent, The Guardian, and NME 
- Published a new piece for my weekly newsletter 
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Analysis: 

As I mentioned earlier, this was a rather slow week in comparison to my usually 

busy schedule. You’ve seen that, in the past few weeks, I’ve nearly finished all of my 

consumer interviews, and now I’m in a strange interstitial period awaiting email 

responses. To try and be proactive about my circumstances, I contacted all four of the 

backup interviewees I had in mind. This reminded me that I can control only what I’m 

able to, and that, if I don’t hear back from the interviewees I’ve contacted, then I’ll 

simply have to find two more candidates. 

Project: 

- Followed up a second time with the remaining two consumers 

- Contacted four backup candidates for interviews 

Links: 

https://grantsharples.substack.com/p/exploration-in-ori-and-the-will-of 

Week 9 

Hello guys, 

I have exciting news! I have now finished up all of my interviews for this project. 

Holly, I’ll reach out to you soon about next steps. Now, I’ll be pitching and writing the 

actual piece itself.  

Thanks, 

Grant 

My work: Oct. 19-23 (Week 9) 
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- Pitched a retrospective on My Chemical Romance’s Danger Days to MTV News 
- Followed up on pitches for a profile of Wallows with The Guardian, The Ringer, 

and VICE 
- Published a new piece for my weekly newsletter 

 

Analysis: 

As you now know, I’ve finished interviewing all 12 consumers. I’ve interviewed a 

lot of people, but this was some of the most extensive interviewing I’ve done yet. This 

was an immense learning experience for me, as I’m much more accustomed to speaking 

with sources over an extended period of time, rather than interviewing 3-4 people on a 

weekly basis. As you can imagine, this also involved plenty of transcription, which is 

often time-consuming. However, I’m happy to have these interviews finished and 

transcribed, and I’m eager to move on to writing and pitching the piece/project. 

Everything is nearly complete! 

Project: 

- Interviewed two remaining consumers 

- Transcribed both interviews 

Links: 

https://grantsharples.substack.com/p/first-impressions-of-this-isnt-happening 

Week 10 

Hello guys, 

The project is now starting to kick into full gear. With my interviews finished, I 

spent this week analyzing the transcriptions, drawing conclusions, and putting together an 
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outline of how I’ll present all of the information when the time comes.  

Thanks, 

Grant 

My work: Oct. 26-30 (Week 10) 

- Did research for a retrospective on My Chemical Romance’s Danger Days for 
MTV News 

- Pitched a profile of Latin producer Tainy to outlets such as MTV News, 
Entertainment Weekly, and MIC 

- Pitched a profile of poet Kae Tempest to outlets such as The Independent, NME, 
and VICE 

- Published a new piece for my weekly newsletter 
 

Analysis: 

Now that my interviews are finished, I’ve begun the process of putting together 

the project itself. Usually when I finish transcribing interviews, I immediately begin 

writing the story and using quotes where it seems appropriate. This time, however, the 

process goes much deeper. I have to look for patterns and analyze the transcriptions on a 

much more in-depth level, taking even greater time and care to make sure everything is in 

line. Although using interviews in an academic sense is a bit out of my comfort zone, it’s 

fascinating to see the common themes that reveal themselves with each interview I take a 

look at. Next week, I’ll start writing the story. 

Project: 

- Analyzed consumer interview transcriptions 

- Drew conclusions from both advertiser and consumer interviews 

- Drafted an outline of the final project 
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Links: 

https://grantsharples.substack.com/p/the-seekers 

Week 11 

Hello guys, 

This project is now entering the finishing stages! I’ve been working on a first 

draft of the paper, which I will then edit before I send over to the full committee. I 

imagine I’ll get it over to Holly before Nov. 13. Given that I need to successfully defend 

the project and submit paperwork by Dec. 4, it’s time to work consistently. I’ll be 

speaking with you guys soon! 

Thanks, 

Grant 

My work: Nov. 2-6 (Week 11) 

- Wrote first draft of a retrospective on My Chemical Romance’s Danger Days for 
MTV News 

- Pitched a piece on the 15th anniversary of the Guitar Hero series for Consequence 
of Sound 

- Did research for an upcoming short artist profile of Puerto Rican producer Tainy 
for SPIN 

- Followed up on pitches for a profile of Kae Tempest for NME and The 
Independent 

- Followed up on pitches for a feature about the Song Exploder television series on 
Netflix for Entertainment Weekly and The Ringer 

- Published a new piece for my weekly newsletter 
 

Analysis: 

One observation I’ve noticed while writing the first draft of the paper is that I’m 

constantly looking back at the project proposal to see what I had expected to find. This 
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has been one of the more intriguing aspects of writing the paper, as I can directly 

compare what I thought I would find to what I’ve actually discovered. As you’ll both see 

when you both read the paper itself, some of my predictions rang true while others have 

gone unfounded. I’m eager for you to see the results! 

Project: 

- Began writing the first draft of the final paper 

Links: 

https://grantsharples.substack.com/p/david-byrnes-american-utopia 

Week 12 

Hello guys, 

Things are finally wrapping up! This week, I wrote the first draft of my paper and 

made edits to the second draft when I received them. I’ve now submitted it to the 

committee for defense. It’s wild to think that, next week, I’m defending what I’ve been 

working on for the past 1.5 years. I’m nervous, but I look forward to it all the same. 

Thanks, 

Grant 

My work: Nov. 9-13 (Week 12) 

- Interviewed reggaetón producer Tainy for SPIN 
- Transcribed interview with Tainy and wrote outline of general story structure 
- Published a new piece for my weekly newsletter 

Analysis: 

Something that I learned this week is that my project is essentially an expansion 

of my proposal. Although that sounds like it’s common sense, it’s something I hadn’t 
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quite realized until this paper came into fruition. Nearly everything from my proposal is 

included in the final paper, and everything is an extension of what came before. It’s 

interesting to see how my initial ideas have blossomed into complete results. It’s a 

symbol of everything I’ve poured into this project for the past 1.5 years. I can see the 

light at the end of the tunnel now, and I’m preparing for my defense next week. 

Project: 

- Finished writing the first draft of the final paper 

- Made edits and submitted the second draft of the final paper 

- Submitted the project to the committee 

Links: 

https://grantsharples.substack.com/p/first-impressions-of-spider-man-miles 

Week 13 

Hello guys, 

I’m very, very close to finishing this. While making edits to a new draft of the 

final paper, I’ve managed to complete plenty of freelance work for Consequence of 

Sound, MTV News, and SPIN. 

Thanks, 

Grant 

My work: Nov. 16-20 (Week 13) 

- Interviewed Wayne Coyne, the front-man for psych-rock band The Flaming Lips 
for Consequence of Sound 

- Transcribed interview with Wayne Coyne and filed the piece to my editors 
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- Wrote about the 10 hardest songs to play in the Rock Band series for Consequence 
of Sound 

- Made edits to my essay about My Chemical Romance for MTV News 
- Wrote first draft of my profile of Tainy for SPIN 

Analysis: 

On Wednesday, just after waking up, I received an email from my editor at 

Consequence of Sound. He asked me if I wanted to interview Wayne Coyne from The 

Flaming Lips the following afternoon. In all honesty, I barely knew anything about The 

Flaming Lips, aside from the fact that they are a popular indie-rock band. I said yes, and I 

immediately got started on questions and research. This instance taught me that I won’t 

always have weeks or days to prepare for a high-profile interview, which can be stressful 

as a deadline-oriented person like myself. However, the interview went well, and Coyne 

even told me at the end of our conversation that I had great questions. 

Project: 

- Sent Doodle poll to committee to set date/time for the project defense 

- Made and submitted edits for another draft of the final paper 

Links: 

https://consequenceofsound.net/2020/11/10-hardest-rock-band-songs-to-play/ 

Week 14 

Hello guys, 

We are very much in the home stretch now! I’m currently working on Jon’s most 

recent edits. Although it’s unlikely I’ll have them finished before the project defense on 

Monday, I’m absolutely certain I’ll finish them before the Dec. 4 deadline.  
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Thanks, 

Grant 

My work: Nov. 23-27 (Week 14) 

- Published a piece for MTV News about the 10th anniversary of My Chemical 
Romance’s Danger Days 

- Pitched anniversary piece of Arctic Monkeys’ debut album for Stereogum and The 
Ringer 
Analysis: 

I’ve spent this past week going back through my interview transcripts and 

analyzing the data in a more systematic way than I had previously. To help myself do 

this, I made a table for each term listed in the literature review and marking an X for each 

interviewee, showing whether they discussed the concept or not. Admittedly, this was a 

bit unusual for me. I’m not as accustomed to academic methods of analyzing interview 

transcripts. As a journalist, I’m more inclined to look for macro-scale themes and write 

about them, using quotes here and there. This project, on the other hand, required me to 

look more deeply and immerse myself in every word of the transcripts. It has been an 

eye-opening experience to say the least. 

Project: 

- Reanalyzed interview transcriptions for material to add to the paper 

- Made edits for another draft of the final paper 

- Made preparations for defense on Monday 

Links: 

http://www.mtv.com/news/3171963/my-chemical-romance-danger-days-10-
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year-anniversary/ 
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